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Being en account of research wor·k carried 

out under the d'l.rection of Professor J. E. 

P. Wagstaff, M.A., D.Sc., at Durham University 

Science Laboratories during the period: 

September, 1946 September, 1948 

and sub~itted by George William Bloomfield, of 

University College, in candidature for the Degree 

of Doctor of .Philosophy. 
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CHAPT:~R I 

,!ntroduction 



INTRODUC'riON 

The separation of electricity which occurs when two 

phases come into contact, or in other words, the forma-

tion of an "electrical double layer," and the relative 

displacement of these two phases on application of en 

electric field, give rise to a series of phenomena which 

have been under observation for many years. These pheno-

mena, which come under the ;_:;eneral heading of "electro

kinesis,11 can be conveniently divided into the following 

four sections: 

( . ) 1, ELECTROPliORESIS including cataphoresis, the 

motion under the influence of an applied electric 

f'ielrl of an isolated par·ticle suspended in .a 

liquid. 

(ii) DOilli EFFECT, the production of an e.m.f. by the 

motion of a particle through a stationary ~iquid. 

(iii) ELECTROENDOSMOSIS, the movement of' a liquid 

through a stationary tube under the influence of 

an electric f'ield, applied across the ends of the 

tube. 

(iv) FLOW OR STREAM POTENTIAL, the potential produced 

between the ends of a tube by the motion of a 

liquid through the tube. 

It is evident that (11) and (iv) are the converse 
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effects of (i) and (iii) respectivelyo Of the above 

phenomena, electrophoresis and electro-osmosis were the 
1 

first to be observed, and Quincke 1m his discussion of 

them suggested that a charging effect due to separation 
2 

of electricity took placee Helmholtz was tht.:: first to 

put forward a mathematical explana-tion of the e:f'fects, 
3;,, 

his work later being amplified. by Lamb. Their treatment 

was based upon the concept of an electrical double layer, 

forming a parallel plate condenser, one laminar distri-

bution of charge being rigidly attached to the non mobile 

phase an·', the other equal and oppositely charged layer 

residing in the mobile phaseo The di:- gram below illustrates 

how this idea can be a·plied to an isolated spherical particle 

in a liquid, a fixed layer of charge residing on the particle, 

and a mobile oppositely charged layer collecting in the sur-

rounding f'luide 

In this case a transverse elect:ric field will cause the 

outer negatively charged layer to be pulled towards the 

positive e."!l~.OJP.W.9de,and the particl~ with its immobile 
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positive charge, will be dragged with this outer sheath 

under the action of viscous forces. 

Using these concepts, Helmholtz and Lamb arrived at 

the equation: 

u.. :. I. 

where u = the electrophoretic velocity 

x = the potential gradient 

k = the dielectric constant of the liquid 

the viSC·JBi ty of the liquid 

the zeta potential i.eo the potential across 
the double layer 

They made the following four asemnptions in their 

treatment of the pr.oblem: 

(a) 1'he usual hydi'odyna.mical eq_uations for the motion 

o.f a viscous fluicJ. raay be assumed to hold both in the bulk 

of the liquid and within the double layer. 

(b) 'fhe motion of' the fluid round the particle is 

"streamline", inertia terms in the hydrodynamic equations 

being neglected. 

(c) The applied electric field can be regarded as 

being superimposed upon the f'ield due to the double layere 

(dJ.The thickness of the double layer 1. e. the 

distance over which the potential differs appreciably from 

that of the liqu:i.d, is small compared with the radius of 

curvature a.t any point on the surface 
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The formula implies that the electrophoretic velocity 

of non conducting particles is independent of particle 

size and particle shape. 

Smoluchowak14, treating the problem in a much more 

general manner 11 obtained th·e same equation, and all sub-

sequent workers hav~:~ found. an equation similar in form, 

notwithstanding that it is now universally agree that 

the double layer is not of the simple "parallel plate" 

type illustrated. Debye and Huckel5, using a similar 

treatment to that devised for the motion of an ion in 

an electric field obtained the equation, 

u. s.x.-A. 2. 

in which A is 
A . V'l 

dependent on tne particle shape, being ~lT 

for a sphere. Henry6, however, in a comprehensive 

treatment of the problem, criticieed Debye and Ruckel's 

method and showed that for an insulating particle the 

constant A in equation (2) should be 4T and independent 

of particle shape, Debye and Huckel's theory being valid 

for particles of the same conductivity as the surrotmding 

medi~. Other workers, especially Hermans 7 and Booth8 , 

have cvnsidered relaxation effects in the double layer, 

reviewing the assumption made by Helmholtz to account 

for these effects, and deriving modified versions of 

equation (1). 

N. K. Adame _in his book "The Physics and Chemistry 

of' Surfacea11 reviews the possible ways in which such 
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electrical double layers can be formed, and he suggests 

the following three processes as being the principal causes: 

(1) Escape of positive or negative particles from one 

phase into the other, in the same manner as 11 thermiomic 

emission11 of electrons takes plao.e from a heated metal. 

The double layer formed in this manner is usually diff'use, 

resembling the 11 space charge" of electrons round a hot wire. 

(2) Pr>ef'erential adsorption of particles of one s·ign 

at the interface, neither positive nor negative particles 

leaving the phases in appreciable amotmts, and the double 

layer forming wholly on one side of the surface. 

(3) Orientation of neutral molecules, which contain 

electrical dipoles at the surface. Most molecules contain 

such dipoles, and their prt:!Sence is one of the principal 

reasons for the orientation of molecules at surfaces. An 

orientated row of dipoles at a surface is in itself a 

double layer, but it is not diffuse. I:t may, however, 

induce secondary diffuse double layers extendi.ng into the 

phases on either side of the interface, by attracting 

mobile charged particles •. 

It was suggested by Professor· Wagstaff that measure

ments should be made on the cataphoretic velocities of air 
• 

bubbles in water, with a view to obtaining a clearer 

understanding of the conditions, especially the electrical 
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cond!tion~, existing at the air-water interface. It was 

expected that the charging of the bubbles would be due to 

a process similar to one of those outlined. by Adamp and 

listed above. 

Quincke1 , in 186lp observed that in an electric field 

air bubbles in water moved towards the positive electrode. 

whereas in turpentine they moved towards the negative. 

electrode. As already stated, he attributed theae effects 

to the separation of charge at the bubble surface. 

Lenard9, in his researches on the electrification of 

water dr·ops f'allir:g in air, observed that distilled water 

drops after striking a wetted plate were positively elec

trified, while inthe air SUl"'rouncUng the ple.te there was 

a distribution of n~gative electricity.Frofesaor J. Jo 

Thompson10 continuing this work showed that the electri

fication was dependent on the nature of the gas surrounding 

the drops and also on the presence of electrolytes and 

organic substances in the d.rops themselves. He attributed 

the separation or electricity to the rupture of the double 

layer of electricity surrounding the drop, the mechanical 

shock on striking the plate pulling the outer sheath of 

electricity away from the inner layer, the latter remaining 

on, and.giviilg the charge to, the drop. He attributed the 

formation of the double layer to quasi chemical forces 

existing between the gas and the water. 
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McTaggart attempted to gain information on the 

nature of these chemical forces by observing the cata~ 

phoretic velocity of air bubbles in water. He used a 

horizontal tube of circular cross section, kept in rapid 

smooth rotation about a horizantal axise In this manner, 

bubbles of gas could be maintained on the axis oi' the 

tube and, on the application of a potential difference 

between the ends of the tube, the cataphoretic velocity 

was measured by means of a microscope. The effects of 

electroendomose in the tube were thought to be negligible 

and ignoredo With the information then available 9 

McTaggart was unable to give an adequate explanation of 

the negative charge acquired py the air bubbles, but he 

thought that the erfect was due to selective adso~tion 

of the hydroxyl ions in the water; this adsorption being 

modified in the presence of highly charged positive ions. 

In a later paper, McTaggart attempted to relate this 

adsorption erfect with Gibb's adsorption equation. 
12 

In a'similar series of e.:~periments T. Alty < im-

proved McTaggart's apparatus and investigated the cata-

phoresis of bubbles of the inert gases j,n water, com

paring their behaviour vvi th that or air bubbles in wate;r. 

These experiments were aiso made in an endeavour to gain 

more information concerning the quasi chemical forces 

acting at the gas I water interface. As a result of these 
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and later experiments, Alty eoncluded that the movement 

of the gas bubbles under the influence of the electric 

field was due to a reaiaual eleetric charge on the bubble 

and was not a true double layer effect. He observed the 

charging up effect of such bubbles in water of. different 

purities, and attributed the excesa of negative charge as 

due to ions of impurities in the water rather than to 

hydroxyl ions, the adsorption being brought tbout by orien= 

tation of the water molecules in the interface, so that 

the positive roles of the molecules lay inside the water. 

Work has also been carried out on the cataphoresis 

of other non conductors in electrolytic solutions. 
13 14 

Mooney , and later Miss Newton>·, measured the cataphoretic 

velocity of oil drops in electrolytic solutions using a 

vertical closed tuber,_ the velocity being measured with 

the electric field (a) assisting (b) acting against 

gravity. Appropriate corrections were made for the electro-

endosmotic flow of liquid taking place under the influence 

of the applied fields. The charges measured were in all 

cases negative but the results obtained were qualitative 

rather than quantitative in nature. 

The original object or the work described in this 

thesis was ~o gain information on the air/water interfacep 

and to see if there is a direct connection between the 
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charges acquired by water drops in air as observed and 

measur·ed by Professor J. Jo Thomfson, and on air bubbles 

in water as investigated by Alty. It was hoped that the 

charges on the water drops in air could be measured while 

the drops fell throu;-;h the air under the action of gravity 

instead of by splashing on to a wet plate, and that a sim

ilar method of charge measurement could be used for the 

air bubbles j.n water. If' the origin of the charge is pre

ferential adsorption of ions at the interface due to 
12 

orientation of the water molecules, as suggested by Alty 

one would expect a direct relationship between the two 

charges measured. in the above manner .. 

The method of charge measurements ~dopted 51 was 

developed by c .. Curry at Durham Univeratty for the measure

ment of charge on mer•cury drops in electrolytic solutions. 

It entails the meaPurement of the deviation from the ver-

tical» of drops fa.llin.g under g!;aa.vj.ty, through a transverse 

electric field, the deviation being measured photographically. 

The mathematical theory relating drop charge and deflection 

is given in the next chapter. Making use of this theory, 

experinot'l;t.fi were carried out in an endeavour to measure the 

char-ge on VJater drops falling in air, ·this later being 

extend.ed to water drops tn benzene and to the measurement 

of charge on drops of benzene and other liquids in elec-

trolytic solutions. 
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CHAPTER II 

The interpretation of the path of a drop moving 

through a tlui.g under the inf'luence of two forces 

at right angles. 
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Mathematical theorv of the drop path 

A charged drop moving un~er the influence of 

gravity through a horizontal elec·tric field will be 

acted upon by two forces mutually at right angles. 

These are shown in the diagram below and are mg due to 

gravity acting vertically, m being the mass of the 

drop in the fluid, and l acting horizontally, due to 

the electric field. 

"t· ---- +-

t X... 

"1-t\. ~-

The drop in motion will alao be acted upon by a 

resistive force B , the magnitude of this force depend

ing upon the conditions of .flow of fluid round the drop. 

It conditione are such that there is streamline fluid 

flow round the drop then 

R:6TI'1.o....V""" 
where ·"? =the viscosity of the fluid 

c.... = the radius of the drop 
ir = the velocity of the drop in the fluid 
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Curry, however, found that such streamline con-

ditiona did not hold for mercury drops in sulphuric acid 

solution, the resistive.force under such conditione 

being proportional to the square of the velocity x 
and radius~· i.e. 

2 
R.vt(av) 

=· kv2 

k being constant for u.l~opa of l'adius a.. 

Using this resistance law, and resolving the vel~ 

oci ty, v , into two components v · and. v along the 
~c lr 

vertical x axis and horizontal y axis, Curry gave the 

following two equations for the movement of a mercury 

drop in dilute sulphuric acid: 
ol'\)': z.. 

IV\. 0... 1:-)' == F - __.\)z 6r "'-}J 1 
u 

1-vv ~%. ::. "M.-(J- ~·0::x..)1- 2 

Assuming that the vertical terminal velocity 

was reached before the drop entered the electric field 

and that this vertical velocity was unaffected by the 

field, Curry obtained the equations: 

3 

x and y being the vertical and horizontal displacements 

respectively, for time t. 

If turbulence had not occurred, the motion of the 
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fluid round the drop being streamline, then Stoke's law 

would apply and the original equations (1) and(2) v1ould 

become 
d......1Y"(_ 

'h'\, eu:.. ::.. 'hv'} (:,iT '1. 0... '\)"" !:!{. 

'WI., 
ti{, "I)-"it' 
cl.t ::. F 0 IT i(_ o.... -v-1 

____ , 
these leading to 

X.. v-x... t 7 

E [c 
101T '1. ex... 

derived these equations, and 

::. { -~t~]· - ")\.<\_, 1-"' ~ 4 
bif l(,O... · ~ -c 

used ~quationa OJ.rry 

(3) and (4) f'or the interpretation of the paths of the 

mercury drops in the aqueous solutions. 'I'he treatment 

can be carPied a stage further by considering a drop 

entering the electric :field with ·•t.·elocity w where w < 
the terminal velocitye For such a drop, and tor stream-

line flow of' f'luid round the drop, we obtain the 

equations 

Kx.. = ~t + (w-t)(l- ~Kt) -9 

r - K ~:)l 
K ) = -=l Lt; - -k ~ - ~ J -10 

K being the constant fo IT"' e~.. 
'W\..~ 

From (9) and (10) we therefore have 

~ ~ £cr·~ -w:~l~ + W -11 

It g is >> wF!S_we ma.y say 

= ~% -i- + LJ ~12 X 

T 
This last equation was used for the calculation of F in 
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the experiments with wa~er drops falling in air, 

described in Chapter 3. 

Every attempt to utilize equations (3) and (4) 

for the interpretation of other drop paths was unsuc

cessful. On reviewing the work, however, the initial 

equations (1) and (2) were found to be incorrect. 

Instead of resolving the velocity of the drop, v, into 

a horizontal component, Vx, and a vertical componentp 

~' v and deriving the horizontal and vertical components 
Jl 

of the resistive :f'orce from Vx and vy, the for•ce R 

should be resolved directly. 

'l'he equations of motion sbould therefore be: 

lvv dv"-x.... = 1v\... ~-~t-2... 
-13 

1-vv ~')..~ -::. F 
oL.- A. 

R ~¢ -(14) 

Rand ~being shovm in the initial diagram. If the 

resistive force R is proportional to the-r/ 0 th power 

of the velocity v i.e. 

R ~."\) 
1'\.. 

:. ) 
~ 1 being a constant 

for drops of radius a, then 

~ 
d._l.:;lt. = ~d-
~ 

'hv~ 
d..- tif=,_ = 

Under such circumstances equations (1) and (2) 
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would have been 

cJ, .... P. (_ \ '\"\, 
~ oL t_a;: - F - ~ 1 \Y ~¢;) - - - -18 

these differing from ( 15) and ( 16) if n 1: 1. 

Therefore equations (3) and l4"J for which n=2, are 

incorrect~ The other e~uations derived in the case in 

which streamline flow takes place, and n = 1, are 

correcto 

Consider the problem in a more general manner using 

equations (13) and (14) 
.. 

~ X.. R c..o-6 ¢ -- - - 13 

.. 
~) F R ~¢ ----14 

Making the assumption that the drop reaches its 

terminal velocity vertically before entering the field, 

and also that this velocity ,;x ie unchanged by the hori-
.. 

zontal force F, we may say x = 0 

0 • 

and substituting this in equation {14) we have 

~ ca-~¢ 
.. 
o-

Now tan fJ = 
.. 
'a-

from which we 
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remembering that 

x = v.;;. t ;n;; 
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and 

equation (20)becomea 

"- - F ..... 
0 - "M.~' A.. 

+ 

and 

If the terminal velocity vx ia small compared with 

the magnitude of g i.e. if' Vx: << g, 

then Q( is large and (e=~-t ~1) very rapidly approaches 

o. Under these conditions 

~c~-~t -1) 
quickly becomes negligible and 

F "'it = ~ <t . 'C... - - - - - - - 22 

The drop path will thus be slightly curved when the 

drop first· enters the electric field but it will rapidly 

approach a straight 

~ 
:X.. 

In Curry's work 

line, of slope 
F 
~2-

with mercury drops in dilute sul= 

phuric acid Vx was always large and consequently m t 

never approached a suf'ficir::mtly large value for 
-o(l:::. 

-e.. - I 

to become negligible. The drops therefore did not have 

sufficient time between the deflecting plates to enable 

them to approach straight line paths •. 'fie shall see later, 

however, that with water drops in benzene and benzene 

drops in water, straight line paths were .obtained, as 
.~ . 
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-Vx was always much smaller than g. 

We· have seen that by making the assumption 

·x = 0 the path of any drop falling 

with its terminal velocity through an electric field can 

be interpreted using equations (21). gmd(22) above. Ari 

exact knovlledge o:r the consta.nt n in the resistance 

equation 

R = k v...,_ 

is not required, providing that 1'\... remains constant during 

the time the drop is under observation. 

After some consideration, howeYer, it was decided 

that the assumption x = 0 is not necessarily correct, 

as the drop may experience a negative acceleration ver-

t ically due to the electric field. Thj.s becomes obvious 

if the path of the drop, after an infinite time in the 

electrj.c' field, is considered. The drop will then be 

travelling with a steady velocity v, say, along a 

straight line path of slope 

Y = tan e = F 
X mg 

this being illustrated in the diagram below 
R 

/"']" 

I / 
v-
-- - - --~-.. <it 
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Under these steady conditions, the ~eeultant ofF and mg 

will be eq~al and opposite to the resistance force R. 

If the resistance law 

.R. holds 
) ) 

then 
Yz. 

R ~I 
'V\... [F ~ +~~)~ ::. '\.J = 

1. e. "\} = ~,_ +~ ;J=)']t~ y"-
~~ -

and the vertmcal component of this is 

When the same drop falls vertically through the liquid 

in the absence of an electric field 9 the vertical 

terminal velocity VK is reached when 
1'\.. 

~~l~:x.) = 

trx.. ::. 

I 

Unless Vx and it can easilty 

be shown that 
I •• 

v-~ < v;t... • If F << mg then x will 

be small and negative,but as F increases, the magnitude 

of x will increase and. the nonlinear part of the drop 

path will deviate more and more from that indicated ~Y 

equation {21), derived 
I 

.; 
by assuming x to be zero. In 

order to complete the mathematical treatment of the pro-

blem, the drop path was therefore considered without 
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making the assumption that 
.. 
X = 0. By means of the 

formulae produced, it should be possible to analyse 
• 

large deflections in an electric field of those quickly ,, 

moving drops which do not have time to attain straight 

line paths. Thus although the formulae derived below were 

not of direct use for the paths photographed in the work 

done for this thesis, they should. enable curved paths auch 

as those of mercury drops in aqueous solutions to be 

interpreted correctly and accuratelyo 

In the follo'.ving treatmentg n inthe resistance law 

R = 
is assumed to be 3/2. This w~s found to be the case for 

the water drops used in benzene and for the benzene drops 

in wate~~ although any empirically determined value of 

n can be substituted in the equations. Consider the 

drop moving along "the curved path as shown in the diagram 

below 

F 

I" 

/ 

I 

I 
/'\)" 

I 

0 
r 
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Measuring the distance along the drop path s, from 

the origin 0, we have 

. . j 

Resolving tangentially 

. 
s = v and 

R 
~'Z. k,v · 

1-v\.. IT oL V" 
~ 

3;: - -Rt.,v A----- 2_':, 

Resolving normally 

"'V\., v-~ dv ¢ ~ F ~ ¢ - ~ q. ~ ¢ -- 24 
cl. ...6 0 

Dividing ( 23 ) by ( 24 ) to eliminate cJ...-..o . 

'J- ~¢ F . ¢ ..k, -v- 3/::l 
I olv- = +~~ 
~4 'lvv z. ~~ ~ ~f 

~~ c~ C&<>~ - j~~)- LT"(cr ~ 1 + F ~cp\ -~r 5 
'W'-' J - ~ v-~ 

I> 
::. ~~£-v-5/:J... o{_¢ + Vo £ 

'1-vv 0 'W\.. ' 
- - '- 2.5( 

Where 1Ta is the velocity 1when t 

being the terminal velocity~ 

= o, = 0, usually 

Eq~aticJ25)· must be solved numerically in the manner 

described by Piaggi0~5 and outlined below. The path can 

be considered as parts of~the sides of a polygon 

.& • • • -·--- -· ~- :..~~ 

~.; 

J. ,. 
" 



0 

I 
,, 

I 
I I 
I 

~I I 
I 

'/ 
r 

I 

A-3 
~ I 

lj I 

C/71 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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-I = angle OA1 makes with the vertical 

{6L: angle AlA2 

f/J?J :::: angle A2A3 

makes with OA1 

makes with A1A2 ______ etc 

1¢ • 5;; . . '\}' ~ot.p 

0 

= 
5;~ 

VI <PI 

where V'1 is the average velocity along OA.1 

Vi2 iij the average velocity along A1A
2 

OA1 !I AlA2 etc.)are taken sttffi c i en t ly 

for a good approximation .to be made. 

---- _etc 

small 

An alte~ative but probably equally as laborious method 

would be to start f'rom the equattons 

:::: 

.. 
"t 

---k.., v-i' . ~ 
~ 'X.. 

... 
•• X.. :>c.. ::. 

. o-x 
)t j ~ ~ "t ~ v-i ~·2_ 

and adding these equations 

. . . .. . 
+~i ~I 5 

'X. :X... + 'ttr .=. ~:X, "'\) r-2., 

"1-v\.. 

::c[ • ;L • :t... 

- ~ '0 ~ -:..k, 5;; 
:X.. +"(t - if X.. - -v- 2.. I -• • z.. ' -rvv 

I '2.. 
-. '\J 
2- = +-k. I 1 'l.) 5;~ oLC - j_ '1); ~ 

"""""" . 2.- 0 

•, 
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This will be capable of numerical solution in a 

manner similar to that described for e·quation (25) above 

Swnmarizing the above work, we may therefore say 

that unless a drop o~:· moving under the influence of 

gnavity and an horizontal electric field has sufficient 

time in the f'ield to enable 'it to reach a straight line 

path, the analysis of the path and the derivation o~ F 
.. 

,-rill become most tedious. The approximation that x is 

zero is not very satisfactory and the values of F obtained 

~rom the curved tracks using the equations derived from this 

approximation, will not be accurate, especially if the 

deflections are large. In such experiments the aim must 

therefore be to produce sufficiently large fieldsto allow 

the drop under- observation sufficient time to approach 

the condition of nsn acceleration for which the drop path 

is a straight line of slope. 

tan 9 = F 
mg 

This. w:iill obviously entail the use of large· cella, espec-

ially where the drops under observation have high terminal 

velocities. 

The determination of charge rrom the value of F 

calculated from the drop pathL 

If the conditions under which the drop collects its 

charge are favourable toward th~ formation of a complete 

double layer then the Helmholtz equation relating cata-
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phoretic ,.reloci ty Yvi tb potential gradient would be expected 

to hold. The determination of the horizontal velocity in 

the electric field shoul~ therefore give a direct measure

ment of { ) the zeta potential across the double layer. 

It must lJe remembered that with such a double la.yerp the 

net charge on the drop, and the liquid immediately sur-
. 16 

rounding it~ will be zeroo Wagsta~f has also sho~lO 

that a spherical drop of radius B.p surrounded by a double 

layer of thickness d, is acted on in an elect~ic ?ield by 

a force F where 

.F = _!_. 0... .,_ f ol v 
3 ·~. --

oL oL"t 
il 
d y 

being the potential gradient in e.s.u. and 

the zet1:;1. potential across the double layer. 

tion j_ can therefore be derived. from either 

cL 

The :f'unc-

Fp the force acting on the drop, or from Vy the horizontal 

velocity attained in the electric field. 

If, however, the conditions of charge formation are 

such that the outer sheath of charge in the double layer 

is either incomplete 11 or even non existent 11 tht"se equattons 

delii:ved assuming a comple·te double layer, will not be valid.,. 

The drop will then possess an excess of charge of one signp 

q e.s.uGp and the force, F, acting on it will be given 

by the equation. 

9J 

~: 
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12 
Alty in his work with air bubbles in water assumed such 

a formula to hold, as the movement of th~ air bubbles in 

electric fields, determined experimentally, did not agree 

with the Helmholtz fo~la and were consequently attributed 

to the existence. of an excess of charge on the bubbles .. 

Any disturbance or turbulence in the liquid round the drop 

will upset and tend to remove, either completely or par

tially11 the outer portion of the double layer providing 

that it is of the diffuse type and due to at~raction of· 

ions from the liquid.. As pointed out .in Chapter I, one of 

the essential assumptions underlying the Helmholtz formula 

is that the motion of the liquid roUnd the drop is stream

line, disturbance of the double layer then being at a 

minimum. It is therefqre most probable that drops fallin~ 

through a liquid under the influence of gra.vi ty, and attain

ing terminal velocities in excess of the limiting velocity 

for which streamline flow takes place, are unable to 

attract all the ou·~er layer of charge which completes the 

formation or the double layer, owing to the disturbances 

and turbulence occurring in the liquid irmnediately surround

ing the dropo In such cases, the assumpti.on that the force 

in an electroic field is due to an excess of charge on th_e 

drop therefore seems to be more reasonable than attribu-

ting the movement-to distortion of a double layer. 

· In the experiments performed using liquid drops in 

electrol-ytic solutions it was t:_erefore necessary to de~ 
' . 

liD. 
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determine the type of liquid motion taking place round 

the drops, this being done by measuring the terminal 

velocity of drops of different radii through the liquid. 

Such measurements showed that the law 

R == k v o/.:t. 

holds good, and in in no case were sufficiently small 

drops used for Stoke's law to applyo FQr this reason 

thererore, the movement in the electric field was attri-

buted to an e.xcess of charge , q ) on the drop given by 

the f'ormula 

\"/here E :::: dV e. e. u. 
dy 

In the experiments described, using water drops in 

air, equ_ations (11) and (12) above, derived assuming 

streamline flow, were found to fit the experimental 

results, but as will be seen, the method was not suf

ficiently sensitive for the measurement of natural charges 

on the water drops, and consequently the above consider-atone 

had no direct bearing on the measurements made. 

Derivation of the resistance law in force 

It can ea:=~ ily be sho'lm, by the_ method o:r dimensions, 

that the resistive force R, ror drops of radius a ' 
and mass m , falling through a liquid with terminal 

velocity vl!;.' is given by the eCJ,uation: 

.• ·- ·--- •. : -~.:it .... ~·-· 
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where A o<. 
'h..-r 2..-'l'\,. 

being constant beh1een certain p '1 
limits of ap for a given liquid of density p and vis-

cosity "'1 J 'h.. being constant over. these limits of' 

a and lying between 1 and 2. 

We therefore have 

By plotting ~~o~'ff)ag·ainst ~ ,0 ~ v-x..) over the range of 

rad i i in use the value of 'h.,., in force can 'the ref'o re be 

obtained. Obviously for extremely small drops for which 

streamline flow takes pl8.Ce 'Y\... will be unity. Using 
17 

this method Allen :f\)• .. md. "l'V to be 3/2 for small air 

bubbles (0.08 m.m .. /Oe8 m~m .. diameter) in water. For 
. < 

benzene and similar liquid drops in water, and for water 

drops in benzene, 'Y\.., was also found to b.e 3/2, the 

range of diameters use~ being o.3 m.m. to 2m.m. As mg 

p we also have the relationship 

Vx o<. a 



Ollapte:r III 

The charges on water drops falling 
through air .. 

~--..:&!.-·-:. 
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The apparatus used in the first series of experi

ments is sh·1wn diagramatically in fig 1. PP were 3" x 211 

rect%Dgular copper plates cut from 1/16
11 

copper sheeting. 

These were mounted 2 ems. apart, symetrically and verti

cally, by me;;yr:ts of two rods L, L which screwed into nuts 

soldered centrally on the backs of' the plates, an~ pasaed 

through two rubber bungs R,R. These rubber insulators 

were sec1_1_rely fixed in two diametrically opposite holes 

dr•illed in a circular tin case, C 11 of diameter. 4" and 

depth 3n. The 2" long t" diameter copper tube 8 v1as 

soldered into a hole drilled in the case vertically 

above and mictway between. the deflecting plates and this 

tube together with the case was earthed. An inch diameter 

hole dl"illed. in the base of' the case served as an outlet. 

Voltages were applied to PP by means of the arrange-· 

ment shown in fig 2., vol ta.ges up to 1800 volts being 

obtained from a chain of H.T.batteries. The arrange

ment shown enabled either pla.te to be earthed, the other 

being raised to a high pos.i tive potential wi tb. respect 

to earth. 

Water drops were formed at the end of a fine 

capillary, drawn out from a thin glass tube. The smallest 

drops conveniently obtained by this method were of the 

order or 2 m.mo diameter, as below a certain value of, r, 
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the capillary radi.us, decreasing r does not a:t'fect 

the drop radius but only the rate of formation. Filtered 

distilled water passed from a glass reservoir through 

rubber tubing to the dropper and the rate of fo~ation 

o:f th<-:. drops cou!Jld be conveniently regulated by adjusting 

the height of the reservoir. The dropper was initially 

earthed by means of a copper plate dripping into the 

water in the reservoir, and the end o:f the capillary was 

placed in the centre of- the ecreening tube s. This pre

vented any charge from being induced on the drops, 

while :f'or·ming, by the high voltages applied to the deflect-

ing plates. 

The optical system used for drop illumination wae 

similar to that used by Curry and is illustrated in fig. 3 

A "pointolite" was used as the source and the light con-

centrated into a vertical parallel beam ot: diameter slightly 

less than that of the screening tube S by means of a con= 

cave mirror. The falling drops were highly illuminated 

between the plates in this vertical light beam, appear

ing as bright streaks of light on the ground glass screen 

of' tbe camera, thia being a double extension f/3.5 plate 

camera, taking 9 x 12 em. plates. Using aperture f/3o5, 
0 with very high speed panchromatic plates (ntord H.P.3.,34 ), 

actual size photographs were obtained. at double extension, 

the drop paths appearing on these photographs aa well 
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defined lines. 

The timing of the drops in their fall was arranged 

by means of a light interrupter B, this being a sectored 

disc driven by a high speed synchronous motor. The disc 

had three vanes as shown in fj_g. 4 and interrupted the 

light beam M, three times per revolution. An intermit

tent illumination of the drops at constant known fre

quency was thus obtained, and the drop paths were indi

cated on the photograph as a series or equally spaced 

bright linea. Figs. 21 to 24 illustrate the type of 

photograph obtained using this procedure. The frequency 

of the light interrupter was accurately measured using 

the stroboscope effect, by illurninating the rotating 

disc with light from an helium tube of frequency equal 

to that of an electrically mainte.ined tuning fo·r¢t the 

frequency of the fork be.ing measured directly with a 

Rayleight motor. 

Expe.rj.mental J2..rocedure 

With the above arrangement, observations were·made 

on water drops of 2 m.m. diameter, falling vertically 

between the plates~ With the screen S and the drop-

peP both at earth potential there vtas no dectable def'lec-, 

tion when the drops passed through the highest electric 

field available, indicating that the cha~ge on the drops 

formed under these cond.i tions, was too small to be detected. 

In .. order to check the method, charges of known mag

nitude were therefore given to the drops by applying 
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knorr.n vel tages or· ma.gn:t,t!.td:e·, 100-2000 volts between the 

dropper and screen as illustrated in fig. 5. A voltage 

V applied between the screen and. the droppeza in this 

manner induced a charge .J!:!_ e.s.u. on a drop of radius 
300 

a f'allj_ng f'rom the end· of the dropper. 

The drops so charged were deflected in the electric 

field and the magnitude of the charge was experimentally 

determined in each case from the deflection in fields of 

known strengtho ?hotographa 84=92 were obtained in this 

manner the drop paths being photographed on either side 

of the vertical. The information relating to these pho

tographs is given in table 1 below 

Distance between deflecting plates = 2.54 ems. 

Time intervals on photographs = e001985 second 

TABLE I 

Voltage be- Voltages be- Radius mg•for 
Photograph tween scree: tween def- ot drop drop in 

and dropper lecting "a" ems dynes 
uvn plates 

I 84 198 1862 .1176 7.025 

85 420 1862 ,1047 .1172 6.95 

86 618 1862 ,1047 .1164 6.79 

87 816 1862 ,1047 .115 6.56 

88 1047 1862 ' 816 .113 6. 28 

89 1245 1862 ,1047, .1112 5.93 
618 

90 1430 1862 ,1245, ~ 1091 5.615 
618 

91 1615 1862 ,1245, .106 5.13 
. h1R 
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Equation 12 given in Chapter 2 was found to fit the 

photographed paths of the water drops extremely well. 

'l'he equation is 

:X. 

t 
'M. ~ . ~ 

F c 
+ w -- -- 12. 

and it was derived theoretically, assuming that there was 

streamline flow or fluid round the drop •. 

}L plotted against ~ as :::obtained by means of: a 
c travelling microscope from 

photo~raphs 8L~91 gave good straight line curves in each 

case, and Graph 1 shows these curves obtained from the 

paths of tht drops with 1862 volts between the deflecting 

plates. Such good agreement with equation 12 ir1clicatea 

that for the velocities observed there must be streamline 

air flow round the drops. 

From graph 1 the velue of F, the horizontal ro~ce 

on the drop, was obtc;dned in each case using the rela-

tionship 

F = c{ (!) 
'h-..~ cL (t) 

If' ~ is the eb:tric field intensity and 

charge on the drop then 

F = . Xe : ~ 

X was equal to 1862 volta 

2. 54 ems. 

in every case 

e the 
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so that e in e.s.u was calculated dir-ectly f'rom the 

value or F obtained. The value of e obtained. in this 

manner is compared with _.Y!._ e. s •. u, the charge induc8.d 

on the drop :for differen~0~alues of v' in table rr·. below 
'l'-4-BLE II 

Voltage d(Y~) d(Y_i) 
between Radius of !! e. s. u. from m g for e=lDg~) 
Screen drop in 300 d(X/t) drop in 
and drop- ems u au 

graph 1 air x. in e~t: 
per "V" 

198 .1176 o.ozz.§.2 .02906 7o025 Q,. 0837 

420 e 1172 O.l61:f:J: .0594 6.95 0.1681 

618 .1164 0.23~ .• 0865 6. 79 o. 2395 

816 .115 0.3128 • '1.183 6.56 0.32,g 

1047 e 1135 o. 2.9..2.2. .147 6. 28 o.~z~ 
,,:;:,~·~· -

O.lJ:~.2Q 1245 .1112 o.__k616':: . .l95 5.93 
- -- ··7:"=:!.:0.; .-~ .--

1430 .1091 0.520J • 2259 5.615 O.ljl80 

1615 .106 o. 2Z066 • 27 5.13 0.!26ZO 

Table .li£ shows that there ia good agreement between the 

values !! and e as calculated from the drop deflection, over 
300 

the range covt:red. ~ittheref'ore appears that though the 

deflection method is not sufficiently sensitive to measure the 
/ 

small 11 na tul•al" charges acquired by the water drops in air it 

is capable o.f good accuracy with the larger induced charges. 

It was noticed in the above experiments that the radius 

of the drop on leaving the dropper was affected by the 

voltages app~ied between screen and droppere In these 



experiments it was therefore necessary to measure the 

mass of the drop for each voltage used between screen 

and dropper; this being done by collecting and weighing 

50 drops. The drop radius for each voltage, obt~ined by 

the method of weighing, is given in tables I and II. 

Though this dependence of drop mass on voltage between sr.reen 

and dropper was not of importance with regard to the 

mcdn problem under investigation 9 measurements of the 

e:t'f'ect were made for diffePent re.tes of formation i.e. 

for dif :ferent heights of the reservoir above the droppe.r. 

A summary of t:he results obtained together with a dis

cussion of them is given in the appendix, this being 

done to prevent the discussion from interferring with 

the trend of the main problem, 

Attempts were made to increase the sensitivity of 

the method, in the hope that the natural charges acquired 

by the water· drops would then be measurable. Increased 

senaitivity could be obtained by (l) decreasin* the mass 

or the drop and thereby reducing the vertical force mg 

(2) increasing the electric field intensity in order to 

increase F, the horizontal force acting on the drop. 

In order to obtain smaller drops a water dropper 

of the type descrtbed by Lane18 was constructed. In this 

type of droppe , drops forming at the tip of an hyperdermic 

needle were blovm off by a steady blast of air before 
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they could attain their full size. The stream of air 

was directed vertically downwal'ds, parallel to the axis 

of the needle, through a sm~ll circular hole, the 

needle being accurately fixed at the centre of thie\ hole. 

The air blast assisted. gravity to overcome the surface 

tension forces which caused the drop to adhere to the 

tip of the needle, and was suppl1i~ed by a constant .speed 

electri~ally driven blower. Regulating the flow of air 

through the jEt, by means of an "air bleed" in the ail' 

reservoir supplying the jet, enabled the d~op size to be 

cont~olled, drops varying in diameter from 0.2 mm. to 

3 m.m. being possible 

The diameter of the drops in use was obtained by 

collect.ing a sample of them in a vaselined glass trough 

contaj_ning light oil, the measurements being made with 

a microscope fitted with a scale in the eyepiece. Drops 

of water up to 3 m.m. diamter retained their spherical 
1;. 

shape in the oil, evaporation bot being possible and 

coalescing with the glass being prevented by the Vase

line. This method of measurement was both simple a~/ 

rapid, and 1 t was the only one that ... could be used fol' 

the smaller drops, the rate of formation then being so 

rapid that it was impossible to measure the weight, or 

volume, of a known number of drops • 
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A .difficulty encounted with the Lane t~e dropper 

was especially obvious when the stronger air blasts 

were Y.se'd ·to obtain the smaller drops.. 'l'he direction 

of emission was found to vary from drop to drop, and 

when the tip of the needle was viewed uno.er a microscope 

the drops bef'ore leaving were seen to be in v1;o.lent 

oscillation, any small irregularity in the air flow 

causing the direction of· emission to '!,S..ry. Though· 

this effect was one which was never ful-ly overcome it 

was minimized by having the jet fed from a large air 

reservoir, this smo·::thj.ng out the small irregularities 

in the supply from the .blowero The drops were also 

allowed to fall through a metre of air before entering 

~he electric field, this ensuring that they fell ver-

tically on reaching the deflecting plates. 

In order to in~Jease F, the hor·izontal force on 

the drop in the electric field, highervolta~es were 

used, these being obt~ined by means of a Whimshurst 

machine. As corona occurred at these high voltages with 

the rectangular deflecting plates, highly polished cir

cular platee, 12 ems. in diameter and 1 em. thick, were 

constructed, all sharp edges being avoided and the cross 

section of· the plates being mad.e as in f'ig. 6 These 

plates were mounted on insulating rods of 3 ems. diameter, 

by tneans of 0 B.A. metal plugs as shovm in the diagram, 
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and wer-e c:lamp~d vertically and parallel distant 3 ems. 

apart. 

The voltage applied to the deflecting plates by :illbe 

Whimahurst machine was measured by means of a capacity 

bridge arrangement shown in fig 7. With the switch in 

position 1-2, the Whimshurst machine charged condenser 

c1 , this being connected d.irectly across the circular 

platese c1 was a high grade Muirhead porcelain insul

ated 25,000 volt con<'l.enser of' capacity 0.,001 p..F. On 

switching the key to position l-3 the charge on 01 was 

shared by condenser 02, the latter being a Muirhead 

1500 volt 0.025 pF condenaerp and the voltage across C2 

was measured by an electrostatic 0-600 voltmeter. R was 

a megohm resistance inserted to prevent heavy sparking 

taking plRce when position 1-3 waa made. 

If' V:b was the vol·tage supplied by the Whimshurst 

machine, then the charge initially a-cquired by C:J: would 

be o. 00.1 'Yr coulombs. On connecting 02 in parallel with 

01, the voltage across C1 dropped to V2, the charge 

remaining constant eo that 

0.001 v1 = o.o26v2 

v1 ::: 26 v2 

Thus with the 6oO volt electrostatic· voltmeter 

across 02 it was possible to measure 15,600 volta across C1 • 

/ 
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Great care was taken to prevent leakage of. charge 

from the assembly.,-. all sharp points being avoided, the 

shortest possible leads being used and a clean paraffin 

wax block used for the switch. With these precautions 

it was possible .to charge 01 to a steady high pot~ntial 

which only very gradually leaked away. The sphere spark 

gap on the ~y{imahu1•st vtas adjusted to spark at a volt-

age below 2~,000 volts and so protected c1 from over load. 

Key K was a mercury_jn wax key which ~as used to discharge 

the apparatus after each voltage measurementa 

Using the above high voltage system to obtain fields 

of the o:t .. der 7, 500 vol ta/J em, drops of diameter o. 2 m. rm,; ' 
. ' I 

diameter were allowed to fall between the plates. These 

drops while forming were screened from the high voltages 

by a copper tube, both the tube·and dropper being earthed. 

The~· small drops \vere noticeably deflected to the negative 

plate indicating a positive charge on the drop, but it 

was not possible to make any quantitative measurements, 

as with the optical system in use the paths of these 

very small drops could not be consistently photographed 

An alternative method of reducing "mg" was therefore 

considered, the object being to increase the sensitivity 

without using drops too small to be photographed. 

The principle of the me1;hod is to allow the water 

drops to fall from the air into a column of non conducting 

"I 
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liquid ofSlightly lower density than that of water,ahd 

to measure the charge by deflection in this non con

ductoro With such an arrangement, the water drops will 

be in the transverse electric field a much longer time 

than when falling in air Cl.ue to the viscosity of the 

liquid 11 and alsoti1e effective vertj.cal foi'ce acting on 

the drop will be much smaller. Benzene, t.olu.~~and 

xylene have densities of 0~88 grams)coc. at 20°0 so 

that the effective mass of a water drop in these liquids 

will be Oel2 m, where m is the mass of the drop in air. 

As benzene is also an extremely good conductor, the use 

of high voltage _gradients is still possible. 

It was hoped that the charge on the drop, measured 

in the benzene would be the same as the charge acquired 

by the water drop in air, as transference of ions to or 

from the drop in such a non conductor as benzene should 

be neglign)le. 

1\n. account of the experiments made with wate1~ drops 

in benezene is gi·ven in the next chapter. 



Chapter IV 

The measurement of charge on water drops in benzene 

, 
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Construction of cell 

Several g~aas cells were constructed before a satistactor. 

type was developed. The construction ·of this cell is showl'lin 

fig. 8 and a photograph of the actual cell used is shown in 

fig 9. The four main walla of the cell were 10" x 4" glass 

plates, of thickness l/16", cut and ground accurately 

rectangulai'. An 1/8" diameter hole was drilled centrally 

in two of' these plateso Two 4" x 2" copper deflecting 

plates. were mounted over these holes on two li" lengths of 

-!-" diameter glass tubes, the end of these being ground at 

dght angles to the axis of' the tube. The def'lec.ting plates 

were cut from ~" thick copper sheeting and a thin copper 

wire was soldered c~ntrally· to the baok of each plate and 

passed along the mounting tubes through the holes in the 

cell walls. The t" diameter glass tubes· thus supported. 

the deflecting plates vertically and parallel, distant 

3.5. em. apart, and also prevented the benzene in the cell 

from coming into contact with the soldered connections at 

the back of each plate. 

The top of the cell consisted of a glass 

plate drilled centrally, with a 6u long~" diameter tube 

fitting through the hole and cemented perpendicular to 

the plate. This tube projected 2~" into the cell, that is 
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within t" of' the top of' the def'lecting plates 51 being 

directly above with its axie vertical and midway between 

them. A glass ploate with ani" hole drilled in the centre 

and f'i tted with an outlet tube and tap was us~d as the 

base. The·complete cell was mounted with the base resting 

on a wooden atoolo 

Gelatine was the cement used f'o:ra the joints, this 

being made up in warm water, and applied warm to the sur-

faces. It set rapidly and ~ardened, to eive a clean robust 

joint insoluble in benzeneo 

In use, the cell was f'illed with benzene, the upper 

' level being i" f'rom the top of the vertical tube. 'rhe 

drops under observation were f'ormed above the surface of' 

the benzene and allowed to fall into the tube, any oscil-

lations set up in the drop on breaking the surface being 

completely damped in the tube. On reaching the def'lecting 

plates the drops were theref'ore falling centrally and 

vertically, the 15 em. column of benzene being also quite 

adequate ~or the drops to attain their vertical terminal 

velocity before entering the electric field. 

The deflecting plates were mounted away f'rom the cell 

walla to prevent disturbance of the benzene between the 

plates by electro endosmotic flow. Earlier cells had been 

constructed with the deflecting plates cemented directly 

onto the cell walls and distant ·3 ems. apart, the object 

being to decrease the size of the cell and the amount of 
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benzene required to fill it. With this type of cell, 

the drop paths photographed were modified by electro-

endosmosis of the benzene along the cell walls and. between 

the plates, this occurring when the high deflecting 

voltages were applied. The type of drop path photographed 

with such a cell had a characteristic curvature near 

the deflecting plates as shown in .F'ig. 25o Many attempts 

were mad.e to analyse this type of curve until the streaming 

of the benzene along the cell walls was observed. 'Jlhe 

motion of the benzenep as indicated by a suspension of 

lycopodium powder, usually took the form of a double 

spiral as illustrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. 

The possibility of ele6tro~endosmotic tlow occurring 

with benzene had not been corisidered up to .... . 111me, 
. 

chiefly because of the results o-otained by Fairqrother 

and BaJ.kj_n who found very small flow effects occurring 

at the benzene /glass interface, under the influence of 

potential gradients •. They evez:. found this to be the 

case with benzene made artificially impure, and they 

at:bributed i tp and a similar ef'fect for carbon tetra-

chloride, to the fact that molecules of such substances 

have extremely small electric moments. That electro-

endosmosis occurred in our experiments may be due 
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to either (a) much higher vdtage gradients being used 

·than in Fairbrother and Balkin's exper:immts , or (b) the 

cell being construct.ed of sort glass whereas Fairbrother 

and Balkin.examined the hard glass/benzene and quart2/ 

benr.ene interfaces. 

Mounting the plates away from the cell wallsp in the 

manner descX.ibed above reduced. the flow ef'f'ects to a minirnump 

and even at the highest vol te.ges used there v1as no dis

turbance of the benzene between the pla.tese, 

The droooer 

A glass capillary dropper of the type already des-

cribed, earthed and V:Tell screened by an earthed tube, 

was used, the drops forming in the centre of the screene 

Drops of dl.ameter 2-3 rn;mo were obtained in this manner, 

and for experiments in which smaller water drops were 

required the Lane type dropper, suitably earthed and 

screened v1as used. 

Method of drop illumination 

The method described previously using a vertical, 

highly concentrated, par>allel beam of light between the 

plates to illuminate the drops as they :fell was not sue-

cessful in these exqeriments, as too much light was 

blocked by the screo::-~n-ing used. As an alternative the 

drops were illuminated byalOO watt electric bu~b situated 

I·· . 
. ~ 

~'~ 
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behind and slightly above the cell. Extraneous light 

was prevented from falling on the camera by means of a 

screen placed so that only the partof the cell under 

observation was photographed, and the heat component 

of the radiation was removed by a water cell placed 

between the lamp and the cell. The arrangement was 

then as shown in Figo 12. 

The timing of the drop was as beforep the vanes 

of a rotating disc interrupting the light from the 

electric lamp. A time of 0.0727 a.-eeo:nd was represented 

by one dash length on the photographs. 

Voltage Supply·and Screening 

The voltages used were obtained from .three 2000 

volt , 250 m.A. motor generators wired in series, and· 
. . 

controlled by a rheostat fitted on the motor side., Ste.ady 

D.c. voltages between 1000 and 6000 volts were obtained 

in this manner. The voltage was measured by a o-6000 

volts electrostatic voltmeter and could be reversed by 

a switiching arrangement shown in Fig. 13P the high 

voltages always being disconnected from the cell before 

tbe rever~;J~,ng ·key was switched. As benzene is such a good . -, ... 

non-conductor the genera. tore we~e running on very .ltght 

load thl"'oughou t the ex~1eriments, and they rnaintaj_ned very 

steady D.C. voltages. 
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Ample screening was provided to prevent charges 

being induced on the drops f'orming at the dropper, by the 

high voltages in use. The dropper and. the 15 Coma colwnn 

of' benzene was surrounded by a half inch diameter earthed 

copper tube 8 and further screened f'rom the high voltages 

in use by the 9" x 12" earthed copper sheet N, the tube 

and sheet resting on a wooden stool, and completely 

covering the top of' the cell as shOVl.T.. in Fig.-· 14o The 

leads carrying the high voltages f'rom the generators to 

the reversing· key. were screened poly~hene cable, the outer 

screening being earthed, and the voltage supply centre 

tap~to earth across two 10 meghom resistances, as shown 

j,n Fig.. 13" All unscreened connections and. leads lay 

underneath the 9" x 12" earthed plate. 

Experimental procedure used with water drooa in benzene. 

With the experimental arrangements as outlined above 

the following experiments were performed, the water ~rope 

f'alling from ·the air into the benzene. Phqtographs of' 

the drop paths were taken on Ilford H.P.3 plates, the F/3.5 

camera being used at double extension. 'l'he method devised by 

Curry was used fo~ the examination o~ the photographs, the 

plates under examination being illuminated by a lantern and 

the enlarged image focused on a sheet of paper pinned 

on to a drawing board. The image of the drop paths was 
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traced on the paper, and the measurements were made on 

the enlarged tracing. The magnifi.cat:lon was usually of" 

the order 25-30, but t~is was not needed in the cal

culations, as the slope of the straight lin~ paths was 

all that was required. The type of photographs obtained 

in this series of experimem1ts is aho .. m in Figs. 26-28 ~ 

and it can be seen that the drop paths became straight 

lines after th( first centimetre or so between the plates. 

The horizontal force F acting on the drop in each case, 

was ~btained from the relstionship 

E 

m'g 
y 

X 

= tan e 

m1 being the weight of the water drop in benzene. 

Drops of distilled water of diameter 1.95 m.m. 

were first usedand they fell slowly and centrally between 

the copper plates. Voltages between 0-6000 volts were 

applied in turn between the plates and the drops of water 

in every cas·e moved towards the positive plate. Deflec-

t ions of the drops were photographed for· deflect ionB 

voltages betweer. ~6000 volts and the magnitude of F~ 

the horizontal force on the drop calculated in each 

case. F was found to be proportional to the 

(voltage gradient) 2 and not to voltage gradient as 

expected. Table III below gives a sertee of results 

for drops or this diameter falling through electric 

fields of different ih~ensities. 
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m'g = 4 lf X (.0975) 3 X 0.12 g 
3 

= 0.4575 dynes 

TABLE III 

Photograph ·Voltage (Voltage 2 
gradie~ 

tan Q = ! 
Numbe~ Gradient X 

ill 2.20 4.84 D045 

3. 350 11.22 .11 

3-450 11.9 .115 

4.250 18 .. 06 .18 

4.375 19.14 e 2 

5.780 33.41 • 35 

F = m' g tan Q 
dynes 

2o06 
-? 

X 10 -
_0 

5.03 X 10 ._ 

5. 26 X 10-2 

8c24 X 10-2 
., 

X 10-2 
9.16 

16.0 X 10-2 

Graph 2 was drawn from the above reaultsrelating 

t~~ Q and E2, the square of the voltage gradient in e.a.u. ~ 

and as can be seen,it is a strai~ht line graph passing 

through the origin. This indicates that the charge on; 

the water drop in benzene is zero in the absence of an 

electric ne~~ but in an electric field the drop acquires 

a charge pro~ortional to the field intensity. 

By means of the Lane dropper, water drops between 

0.8 and 2 m.m. were produced and the drop paths of these 
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photographed in rields or different intensities. For 

each drop size used, tan Q and therefore F was found 

to be proporti~nal to E2 , the square of the field 

intensity. The drops in·each case fell through 15 ems. 

of-benzene before reaching the deflecting plates. Table IV 

below shows the results obtained with such drops and 
2 

graph 3 shows the relationship between tan Q and E in 

each case. 
TABLE IV 

Diameter Voltage 2 Photograph 
Number of drop Gradient E tan·Q Fem'g tan91-

in m. mo in e. a.u .. 

177 1.1 2. 4 5. 76 .125 le125x-10 -2 

3. 25 10.56 • 225 1 .. 845 

3. 70 1 13.69 .3 2 .. 46 
j 

i . 
I 
I 

178 1. 6 2. 5 
! 

6. 25 • 08 2. 02 

4 .. 3 18.49 • 25 6.32 

4.8 23.04 • 315 7. 96 

179 0.82 2.45 6.003 • 28 0.953 

2. 85 8.123 • 35 1.19 

3.1 9. 60 1 .42 1.43 

If q is the charge on a ~rop of water, of radius a 

in a field of intensity E E.s.u., then 

F = q. E. 
2 

But in all the above results F «.. E 

' 
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q = kE , where k ia a constant which may vary 

with the drop radius. We therefore, see that the charge on 

a water drop in benzene is directly proportional to the 

field intensity and is zero when the field is zero. 
2 

Graph 3 shows the relationship bet,_qeen tanG and E 

for di.ff'erent size drops, so that tan G can be obtained. 

directly for each drop radius and these values are given in 

table V below:-

TABLE v . 
-2 -2 -2 Radius of drop l/a2 x 19 em. tanQ/E2 e. a. u. 

a in cmse 

.041 5e94 X 102 .045 

.055 3.3 X 102 .0225 

.oa 1.56 X 102 • 01375 

.0975 1.05 X 10
2 

.0095 

Now tanQ 0( E , ·and aa 

a3 
2 

F = kE, 
tanQ O(k 
F a3 

Graph L~ derived from the results in table V above, 

shows that there is a linear relationship between tan Q.f.) 

7 and 1 so that 
~2 

The charge acquired by a drop of water in an electric 

rield in benzene is therefore proportional to the radius of 
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the drop,a , and the intensity of the field E. i.e. 

g = A' a. E. 

A' being a constant. The order of charge acquired i.e. 

the value of A' can easily be obtained from.the above 

results. A' is found to be 0.515 e.s.uo charge/ em. 

radius/ e.s~u. field intensity. 

Th~ complete screening of the dropper ensured that 

no charges were induced on the dropsp by the voltages 

applied to the def'lecting plates while they were forming 

at the tip, so that any deflection of the drop in the 

electr·ic field must have been due to othe-r cau~eee That 

this was so was also proved by alterations made in the 

earthing of' the voltage supply. 1,he earthed centre tap

ping was removed and the positive plate earthed. The drops 

of water in the benzene still moved towards the positive 

plate and the dSllection was of exactly the same magnitude 

This was again the case when the negative side of the voltagE 

surply was earthed. Thus, as the deflection towards the 

positive plate was of the same magnitude when the voltage 

supply was (a) centre tapped to earth (b) positive side 

earthed (c) negative side earthed, it was evident that 

induced charges on the drop, 1r any, were extremely small. 

That the charge was not induced at the dropper 
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was also seen to be true, when a drop reached the positlve 

plate and on collision acquired a positive charge. Under 

the ihf'luence of the field the drops then moved towards the 

negative plate but once it left the positive plate it 

(.uickly lost its poei tive charge, r'egained the negative 

charge and moved back towards the positive plateo Thus 11 

II 

in some cases, the drop made a series of "hops do)m the 

positive electrode. Figs. 26-28 0 which are prints from photo-

graphs taken of this phenomena, show the effect at different 

field intensities. 

This eff'ec t also malces it quite obvious 'that the 

method is of little use for the measurement of charges 

acquired by the water drops in the air, bef'o-re entering 

the benzene 1 as these char_ges are· immediately modified when 

the drop enters the electric field. 

As charges induced on the drops while forming at the 

dropper could not explain the charging of the water drops in th 

electric .field, other possibilities were examined. Benzene 

and water are sligh:tly soluble in each other at room tempe-ra

ture, benzene being 0.15% soluble in water at 20° 6, eo 

that solution of one phase in the other · may have occurred 

during the passage ot: the drop through the benzene. In 

order to see if' the acquisition of charge in the ·electric 

field was due to this solution effect,saturated solutions 

of benzene in water, and water in benzene, were prepared. 

This was done by having the benzene and distilled water in 
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contact with each other for two or three weeks, the 

mixture being thoroughly shaken at frequent intervals. 

Using these solutions, measurements of charge on v-tater 

drops in benzene were made in the following sequence, drops 

of 1.95 m.m. diameter being used i~ each case= 

(a) Droos of distj_lled water in benzene which had been re

distilled and was therefore free from water. 

(b) Drops of distilled water in benzene saturated with 

watero 

(c) Drops of distilled water saturated witl1 benzene in 

benzene saturated with water 

(d) Drops of distilled water saturated with benzene 

in benzene free from ·water. 

The charge acquired by the drops in the electric 

fields was the same in all the above cases and idential 

with the charges acquired by the distilled waterdrops 

of this diameter listed in Table IIla.bove. This indicates 

that solution of one or both phases in the other has little 

if any effect on the charge acquired by the water drops 

in the electric field in the benz.ene. 

In the above experiments distilled water drops were 

used, no special precautions being taken to rid the 

water of any impuritieso The purity and conductivity 

of the water ilras therefore~ uncertain, especially as it 

had been in contact with soft glass for long periods before 
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use. In order to see if ·the charges acquired could be 

attributed to the presence of impurities in the water, 

a reservoir and capillary tubing dropper of hard glass 

were constructed. By having an hard glass conductivity 

cell serving as the reservoir, the conductivity of the 

water could also be measured while the dropper was in 

use, any errors which would ocr::ur by transferring the 

water to a separate dropper being eliminated. The 

system used is sho"vn in figo 15o 

A was an hard glass conductivity cell containing 

two parallel platinized platinum discs, 1.5 ems. 

diameter and distant Oo6 cmso apart. Connection to 

these discs was by thin platinum wire fused into the 

sides of' the 4 em. diameter bulb of the cell. The 

dropper D was j.oined directl,y to this cell by a 20 em. 

length of cap-illary tubing, and tap, as shown. The 

short length of 1 em. diameter tube BC contained a few 

pieces of' hard glass fragmentt;t as "clinker"o A Ground 

glass stopper fitted the top of the cell and the two 

tubes in this stopper were used for steaming out the 

cell,or alternatively the pressure inside the cell was 

reduced by connecting a filter pump to one of the tubes, 

the other being closed by a tap. The cell and dropper 

were mounted on a wooden baseboard which ~ould be clamped 

in a retort stand. 

The cell was first thoroughly cleaned, using strong 
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chromic acid followe~ by weak solut~ons of cauatic soda 

and nitric acid. ·v'Vhereas care was taken to prevent any 

of the chromic acid coming into contact with the plati

nized electrodes, the capillary and dropper were left 

two or three days in contact with this strong cleaning 

agent.. Af'ter thorough washing with distilled water, the 

cell was steamed out for 12 hours, the condensed steam 

flowing through ti1e capillary dropper and washing that in 

turn. An hard glass boiler containing distilled water 

with a trace of potassium permanganate and pure nitric 

acid was used to provide the steam. This in effect gave 

the cell a thorough washj.ng with boiling conductivity 

water. 

A quantity of distilled water was further purified 

by redistillation three times in an hard glass distilling 

apparatus. The cell and dropper were rj.nsed wi t.l:l a sample 

of this water and then filled. The resistance between the 

platinized electrodes was measured by a Mullard, 50 cycle, 

A.C. bridge. The resistance measured in this mantier gave 

a direct value of the conductivity of the water as the 

cell constant of the cell, C , had been. previously deter-

mined by means _of a standard potassium chloride solution. 

If R is the resistance in ohms measured in this manner, 

the specific resistance of the water ~, is 

R . A 
_t \ 
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where A is the area of the electrodes 

~ is the di~tance between the electrodes. 

0 

6 = c. R where C is the cell 'constant. With the 

cell in use· C was 4 · 5. 'I'he specif'ic conductance of' 

the water, K, will therefore be 

K I ~-' C..W..:' 
C..R 

The conductance of' the redistilled water when j_t 

was first inserted was measured in this manner and it 

wae then boiled in the cell under reduced pressure, 

using a small gas f'lA.rnl;! to heat tube 0 D. The object 

of boiling was to drive off any air remaining in the 

conductivity wat!9:r after redistillation and especially to 

remove any dissolved carbon dioxide. The glass clinker 

in tube C D prevented any serious "bumping" during the 

boiling, aml reducing the pressure by means of a fj.J. ter 

pump enabled the boiling to be carried out at 35°.0. 

Arrangements were made so that any air entering the cell 

after the water had been boiled did so as small bubbles 

through a ftne jet in strong caustic sod.a solu1;ion, this 

preventing carbon dioxide f'rom coming into contact with 

the water. 

The resistance of the air free water prepared in 

the above way was found to be 90,000 ohms at 20°C, inthe 

cell. The calculated specific conductance a.t this 
6 -1 -1. 

temperature was therefore 2. L~7 X 10- ohm em Drops 
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or this purer water or diameter 1.95 m.rn~ were dropped 

into the benzene and fell between the deflecting plates. 

Voltages up to 6000 volts were applied between the 

derlecting plates but there was no detectable deflection 

of the drops, 

The water in the cell was next saturated with air, 

this being Cl.re.vm through the cell for two hours) by way 

of the capillary droppero The resistance of the water 

in the cell after air and carbon dioxide saturation was a 

little less, dropping to 87,000 ohms, this being equiva

lent to a specific conductance of 2. 55 X 10 -G ohm - 1-crn - 1 

at 20° C. Even so, drops of this water were not appre-

ciably deflected in the highest voltage gradients avail-

able. 

Distilled V/ater drops of uncertain purity f'rom the 

original soft glass dropper still acquir·ed the large 

negative charges in the benzene, so that the ret'l.uction in 

charge acquired by the purer water drops was theref'ore due 

to the removal of impur·i·ties from the water. A sample of 

the impure distilled water contaminated with soft glass 

and impurities from rubber tubing was found to have a 

specif'ic conductance of 1. 2 X 10-5 ohm-1 cm-1• 'rhus all 

the charges acquired by the water drops in the previous 

experiments must have been due to the presence of' impurities 

in the water. That some or these impurities were ionized 

is indicated by the higher conductance of the impure 

water. 
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Let us consider the movement of' an insulated 

spherical drop of. radius, a, in an· electric f'ield of' 

intensity E. If there are ionized impurities in the 

water drop, then undel' the influence or the strong 

electric fields the positive and negative ions will 

migrate to opposite sides of the orop, forming an 

elect:r•j.c doublet in the insulati.ng benzene. The drop 

will have zero net charge unless the positive or negative 

ions penetrate the water/benzene interface under the 

influence of the electric field and leave the drop with 

an excess of ions of one sign. There will, however~ be 

a surface distribution of charge on the sphere due to 

the polarization effect and the potentials j_nside and 

outside the sphere due to the surface d.ish•ibution of 

charge are related in the following manner. 
/, 1 o' 

E 

I I. 

-}-------> 

If 0 and 01 in the diagram are inverse points i.e. -t1-t"= a.... 4 

then 
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where Vo and Vo' are the potentials at ~and e• 
respectively due to the surfa.ce charges on the drop. 

If a field of intensity E acts parallel to the z 

axis as shown, and we have the origin as the centre of 

the sphere 
- ~v ... £. 

~11 

v :. -E'} 

v being the potential at any point due to the :field. 

If the sphere has a potential C, this will be the 

potential over the vthole of the tnside. 

'l'he potential inside at 0 due to the cl.istribut~on 

of elect~icity on the surface of the sphere must therefore 

be 

ia e. the total ootential at 0 = C + E31 Et1 :::: c 

The potential outside the sphere at the inverse 

po:l.nt G' due to the distribution of charge on the surface 

of the sphere will 

Vo" 

therefore be 

- 4...Vo 
T 

= s_(c -+ E 0,) 
-+ 

= ~cc +~~~e. E.) 
+ 

:::. :; (c • 
The total potential outside at 0 1 is Vo' - Ez 



• 

Now the resultant intensity at the surrace of the sphere 

Ea =: 4--11 er where a- is the surface densityor 

charge at the surface. 

41f cr 

:: + :.?E ~e 

:. c + 3Ece6e 
411 01....- A-Tr 

• 
• the total chal~ge on the sphere 11 q_, 

= C... x 4TI o...."l... 

-4oCL. 

=- C.Q..... 

This result means that a sphere of potential ·C 

and of radius a, moving into a transverse electric field 

with its centre along the line V = 0 collects a charge, 

q_, given by the equation 

c. a..... 

This is in agreement·with the experimental results, 

in so far as the charge acquired in the electric field ie 

proportional to the drop radius, a. It is difficult to 

see, however~ why the water drop in the electric field 
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should acquire a potential C f: 0 with ·respect to the 

benzene surrounding it. 

'fhe arrangemerJt was such that the drop of' water 

from an earthed dropper fel~ midway between two plates 

which were at potentials+ V and-~ respectively i.e. 
2 2 

the field was centre tapped to ~arth. The drop at 

earth potential would thus be f'alling with its centre 

along the line V = 0, so that unless its potential was 

altered in the electric fieldp C would be 0 and t'he 

drop would pass through the field uncharged and undeflec-

ted. ~'his was found to be the case for drops of' purified 

water in the benzene. 

In order 1;o explain the results obtained with the 

impure water drops, the potential C across the water -

benzene interface must therefore become negative: in the 

electric field and the magnitude of C must increase in 

proportion to E, the fiel~ intensity. It is difficul~ 

to see why such a relat . .ionship should exist. Alternatively, 

the drop may acquire the negative charge in the .electric 

field, by the loss of positive ions of the impurities in 

solution, across the water benzene interrace, in such a 

way as to leave the drop with a negativ~ charge. It is 

still difficult to explain why the negative c·harge 

acquired, in this way should be proportional to drop 

radius, a, and rield intensj.ty E. 

To see ir more informati.on could be obtained on 

the conditions existing at the water - benzene interface] 
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in order to throw more light on.the above results, a 

series of' experiments on benzene drops in water and 

aqueous solutions were performed. An account of these 

is given in the next chapter. Although some interesting 

results were obtained with benzene drops in water, they 

were not, however, of direct use in arriving at an 

adequate explanation of the above work. 
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QHAPTER 5 

The measurement of charge on benzene and other 

nonconducting drops in aqueo~s solutions. 

,,.; ;~--~~ · .. :i7\ 
"\ 

1 
I 
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Construction of cell and dropper. 

As benzene is less dense than water, the arrange

ment of the cell constructed for this series of experi

ments was such as to allow the benzene drop~ to rise 

vertically through the water and midway between two 

platinum deflecting plates9 A more robust cell than the 

type used in ·the previous experiments was constructed, 

2.5 m.m. thic~ window glass being used and this was cemented 

with a shellac cement, put on under heat~ The cement 

was 80fo shellac and 20~~ wood tar, and it gave a robust 

joint insoluble in water and benzene and resistant to 

weak acid and alkaline solutions. The construction i~ 

shovm in F'ig. 16 and Fig. 17 is a photograph of the actual 

cell used. 

The cell was 25 ems. hi;~1, 10.5 cmao wide and 5 ems. 

deep, the platinum deflecting plates mounted vertically 

in the cell being 10.3 ems. lon~~ and 2.5 ems. wide and 

situated 3.05 ems. apart. These plates consisted of 0.01 

ems. thick platinum foil cemented onto rectangular glass 

plates of the same area. A 3m.m. diameter hole was 

drilled in the centre of each of these glass plates to 

enable soldered connections to be made to the platinum 

with the fine copper leads from the D.C. voltage supply. 

The deflecting plates were again mounted in position by 

means of two 3.5 ems. lengths of centimetre diameter 

glass tubing, these also serving to prevent the liquid in 
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cell from coming into contact with the soldered connec

tions and copper connecting wires. The cell constant 
A 

C ; - was calculated fr0m the dimensions of the plates 
l 

and found to be 8.4bcms. Using this value of C the con-

ductivity of the aqueous solutions were calculated from 

the resistance between the plates measur~by a 50 cycle 

Mullard bridge. 

The fine thin walled. capillary at which the benzene 

drops formed was cemented into a wider tube fitting over 

a hole drilled in the centre of the base, the tip of the 

capillary being vertically below and midway -oetween the 

plates. The benzene drops rose through 8 ems. of water 

before entering the electric field. Supply of benzene 

to the dropper was from the rese:r•voir as sho1Pm, the height 

of benzene being sufficient to ensure the re5~lar.formation 

of benzene drops at the rate of one a minute. This rate 

of formation could be speeded up if necessary by applying 

pressure with a cycle pump through tube E in the top or 
the reservoir. Drops formed by the fine capillary in 

the above manner were of the order of 2 m. m. d.iameter. 

In use, the tap to the benzene reservoir was turned on 

and pressure applied until a steady stream of drops 

formed at the end of the capillary. This pressure was 

removed when it was seen that the benzene drops were 

forming B teadily and. evenly, and the drops allowed to 

form under the head of benzene at the rate of one a minute. 

The diameter of these drops when on the point of leaving 
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the capillary tip was measured. by means of a micro-

scope fitted with a scale in the eye-piece. The 

horizontal and vertical dimensions were taken and the 

mean used as the diameter of the free drop in the 

aolution.With drops of the order of 1•5m.m. to 2 rn.mo 

diameter there was a difference of 10% in the hori-

zontal and vertical diameters measured tn this manner 

but in the initial experiments the object was not to 

get an exact value of the diameter, but to check that 

drops of the same size formed throughout the series of 

observations. The terminal velocity of the drop ris

ing vertically, a,s measured from the photographs, was 

also used.as a check for consistency of drop diameter. 

The same dropper was used througho~t the initial 
•7 2.0 experiments, but as has been observed by other workers,' · 

. thin walled capillaries are not dependable :for 

producing drops of a consistent size. The changes in 

dr@p diameter observed in these experiments were not 

serious however, the capillary delivering d~opa of the 

same size over long periods of time.. The changes that 

occurred did so rrom one experiment to the next rather 

than during the series of observations making up an 

experiment. Thus, by making use of the microscope to 

give a direct reading of drop diameter, and from 

measurements on terminal velocity, the results obtained 

were easily corrolated. 
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The top of the cell was a fitted glass plate 

which could be removed when it was necessary to fill 

the cell, and the cell could be emptied by means ofthe 

exit tube in the base. The cell and dropper were mounted 

as a complete unit on a wooden stool and baseboard. 

Vol t~g__e Supply .. 

D.C. voltages up to .760 volts were available from 

a bank of H.T. batteries, the voltage across the cell 

and the current flowing being measured by a voltmeter 

and milliam meter connected as shown in f'ig.. 18 .. 

Provision was also made to measure the resistance of the 

solution in the cell between the platin um deflecting 

plates by· means of a Mullard 50 cycle A.C. bridge. The 

Pohl co1nmutator, ~ in the diagr-Am, enabled the plat-es 

to be used for this conductivity test or to be con

nected to the D.C. voltage supply. This arrangement was 

found to be most convenient 9 as the conductivity of the 

solution in the cell was directly measureable befo1,e and 

after the D. C. voltages v1ere applied. This val~.re of the 

conductivity, as will be explained later, was a measure

ment of the ionic concentration of the solution, pro

viding that themobilities at 20°c of the ions present 

were known. Key K was a press key, inserted so that 

the D.C. deflecting voltages could be applied for the 

minimum time necessary i.e. while the drop being photo

graphed was between the plates. Any gassing of the 



electrodes due to elect~olysie was therefore reduced to 

a minimum. Commutator P1 enabled the deflecting volt

ages to be rev.ersed so that a deflection on either side 

of the vertical could again be photographed. 

Droo Illumination and Interpretation 2f ~hotographe 

The system illustrated in fig. 3 was again used, a 

vertical, parallel beam of light of 4cms. diameter 

being produced by i"'ef'lection of a pointoli te beam :from 

a concave mirror above the cell. A light interupter pf 

the usual rotating sectored disc type was again employed 

to time tlle drops moving through the water. 

Photographs of the drop paths were taken on Il:ford 

H.P. 3 plates, using the F/3•5 camera.at double exten-

sion as be:foree In all the experiments discussed in this 

chapter the drops in the electric fields quickly acquired 

straight line paths, no appreciable curvature being 

noticeable. This indicated that the equilibrium charge 

was quickly reached and also that. the horizontal te~ 

inal velocity was very rapidly attained. The slope, 

tane, of' the drop paths was again a direct measurements 

o:f the horizontal force F on the drop as 

tan e = F 
m'g 

Because of the excellent photographs obtained and 

the good straight line paths acquired, tan e was measured 

directly from the photographic plates by means or a 

microscope ritted with a scale in the eye-piece, only the 
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horizontal deflection at the top o~ the field being 

measured as the drops traversed the same fixed length of 

field in each case. 

Figa. 29 to 35 show the type of photographs obtained 

in the above manner, the deflections in all cases being 

towards the positive plate, showj_ng the drops to be 

charged negatively. 

Drop~ Q! Benzene in Water. 

The diameter ot· the benzene drops throughout this 

series o~ experiments was constant and equal to 1•95 m.m. 

The first object was to see if the negative chargee 

acquired by the benzene drops 1-n water was affected by 

the volage gradient between the plates. The cell was 

filled with water which had been purified by redistilla

tion in hard glass apparatus and photographs 365 - 371, 

given in table VI below, taken. The resistance between 

the plates as measured by the Mullard bridge, for water 

of this p~ri ty, was 5 x 104 ohms, f'rom which the spe_cific 

d t . ·t 1 1 t d t b 2·~7-x 10-6 ohm-1 cm-1 • con uc 1v1 y was ca cu a e o e J 

Tan e was m·easured f'or each voltage gradient and the ·- .-. 

val~es are listed. 



.Photograph 
Number 

365. 

366 

367 

368 

369 

370 

371 
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TABLE VI 

Voltage between Current Tan 6 ........ Charge· on 
Plates 1'n. amps. drop 

q: tane. m'g 
E e. s. u. 

360 7· 2 I I 

474 9e 5 I I 
62 1• 2 • 0097 • 0653 

125 2• 5 <>0136 •0454 .. 

184 3° 7 •01757 •0399 

244 5•0 0 01815 0 0310 

300 6~-1 • 01815 •0252 

' ' 

Graphs 5 and 6 drawo from the results shovm 

in this table show the relationship between tan e 
and voltage gradient, and chaT'.ge on drop and volt-

age gradient, respectively. It can be seen from 

graph 5 that tan a increased with increase in 

voltage gradient up to 50 volts/ em., above which 

tan 9 did not increase. Indeed as· the voltage 

gradient increased above 100 volts/ em. the drop 

paths l;>ecame very erratic as though the charge on 

the drop was unsettled and unstable. Photographs 

365 and 366 shown in figs. 34 and 35 illustrate 

the type of paths obtained with such fields. It 

is to be noticed in these photographs that the 

drops traversed fully one third of the field 
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before showing any deflection from the vertical, 

indicating that the charge on the drop was very 

small during this period. 

Graph 6 shows the decrease in charge on the 

drop in water of this purity as the voltage grad

ient increased, and it is evident from this curve 

that for voltage gradients above 15Q volts I em. 

the charge is small and approaching zero. In the 

f"iela. free water the charge on the drop is nega:

tive, and by producing the curve of graph 6 back 

to the zero voltage gradient axis, the order of 

this charge is seen to he 0•086 e.a.u. Graph 6 

makes it obvious that the voltage gradients used 

to measure the charge on the ben~~ne drops are 

themselves altering the magnitude of charge. In 

order to obtain values approaching the correct 

magnitude, gradients as small as possible will 

therefore need to he used in water of ·this purity. 

If the charge on the benzepe drop is attri

buted to selective adsorption at the 'benzene I 

water interface, of negative ions from the water, 

it is evident that when the drop enters an electric 

field of sufficiently high intensity s4me of 

adsorbed ions are removed from the surface and 

migrate towards the positive electrod.e. If the 

field intensity is eurficiently great all the 

negative ions are forcibly removed leaving the 



drop with zero charge and this seems to be the 

state of affairs in photographs 365 and 366. 

Although the water used in the above experi

ments was purer than distilled water, the greater 

part of the ions in solution must have been due to 

impurities present, these probably being dissolved 

out from the cement used to assemble the cell and 

also fi>om the soft glass plates used in fta con

atuctio~. There would, however~ be H+ and OR-

ions presentp due to the partial dissociation of the 

watero Kohlrausch and Heydl!J.eiller26 gave the dis-

sociation as 

[ H+] [ mr] = 0•6 x.1o-1L~ N at 18° c, 
this ·value being determined from conductivity measure-

menta on water of' extreme purity,- and this relation

ship must be satisfied in all a.queous solutions at 18°0. 

In neutral solutions, the 

[H+] and [oH-] are equaJ. and 

[ H~ = [ OH-] = Qe 8 x 10-7 N 

Theref'ore, tf the negative charge observed on the 

benzene drops was due to selective adsorption of nega

tive ionsas suggested, the ions adsorbed could have been 

either OH- ions, present due to· pai>tial dissociation of 

the water, or negative ions from the di~eolved impuri

ties. In order to see if the charge on the benzene 

drop increased as the impurities increased the a~tohve 
i d"stilled water Wl · a 

experiment was :epe~t:d ustnhg lncentration of the OR
much higher conauc t·1 Vl ty, e co 



ions being the same but the concentration of negative 

ions from the impll.l:b.=ities being much greater .. Water of 

conductivity 9•16· x 10-6 ohm-1 cm-1 was used and 

photographs 372 - 379, listed in table VII, below were 

taken. 

TABLE VII 

Photograph Voltage applied Tan a Charge an drop q 
Number e between plates q=m'g tan 

E e .. So ti.. 

372 61 .0135 D 086 
.. 

373 61? 180 01135p • 0869 •0762 
•0329 

374 239, 121 • 0408, 
•0227 • 071, ·0784 

376 295 •o6o6 • 0856 

377 350 •0606 • 072 

378 405 •059" •0608 

379 462 •0635 •057L!-

Graphs 7 and B wer·e drawn :from the above results 

and s~ow how tan 9 varies with voltage gradient, and how 

charge on the drop varies with voltage gradient respec-

tively. Graph 7 shows that l.n water of this purity, 

tah e increases almost in proportion to voltage grad

ient up to 100 volts I em but if the fi~ld is increased 

above this val~e tan El is ltttle. affected. Graph 8 

indicates that there is a decrease in charge as the 

voltage gradient increases but this decrease ·1s small 

compared with. that observed in the purer water. The 
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magnitude of the negative charge on the benzene drop in 

the field free water obtained from graph 8 is 0·086 eoa.u., 

this being in exact agreement with the val~e de~ived 

from graph 6 for the benzene drops in the purer water. 

Thus, although the concentration of.negative ions due 

to impurities has increased more than threefold, this 

being obvious from the relative val~em of the specific 

conductivities of the waters used., the charge on the 

benzene d.rops in the absence of an electric f'ield is the 

same in each. That this is so indicates that it is the 

hydroxyJ:ions from the dissociated water molecules which 

are adsorbed giv·ing the negative charge to th.e benzene 

drop, and not the negative ions from the impurities. 

As the cha.rge on the drop in the less pure water 

\":as not so raadi1y affected by tb.e higher potential 

gradients up to 100 volts I em, the great number of ions 

present per c.c., due to the impurities, must have helped 

to "screen" the drop from the influence o:f the fie.l;d 

and so prevented the adsorbed hydroxy·l~ ions from leav ... 

ing the surface of the benzene. As the voltage gradient 

was increased beyond 100 volts I em this screening action 

became less effective and the charge on the benzene drop 

decreased. 

The above pho·tographs were exposed using water free 

:from benzene and benzene free from water, so that solu-

tion of one phase in the other was possible. In orderto 

see if such an effect made any difference to the charge 

.•• ·~;.,. .. ::.t.~;_..._,, __ •. 

•'· •. 
4 
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obtained, the experiments were repeated using water 

saturated with benzene and benzene drops saturated with 

water. The r~sults obtained.in these experiments were 

identical with those given above, this indicating that 

if solution d.id occur lt had little effect on the charge 

acquired by the drop. 

In the following series of' experiments no attempt 

was made to change the water or aqueous solutions in use 

as they became saturated wi.th benzene, and benzene sat

urated with water was used in the dropper. 

Drop§ .Qf benzene in Al~aline and othe:r Aguee.us_ 
Solutions 

As the above experiments indicated that the. OH-

ions present in water were responsible for the negat;ve 

charge on the benzene drops, the effect of inereas~ng 

and decreasing the concentration of the OH- ions on the 

magnitude of the charge acquired was investigated. As 

very weak solutions of' alkalis and acids were used, it 

was found most convenient to start each series of 

experiments with distilled water in the cell, and to 

in@rease the concentration by adding drops of a Nj10 

solution of the elect~yte in use. 

Measurement of the resistance of' the solution 

between the platinum· plates in each case enabled the 

conductivity to be cal:culated in the manner already 

described and using thie value, the concentration of 

the ions in solution was obtained making use of the ionic 
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mobilities listed below. The mobilities of' the fol

lowing ions at 18° C are given in Kaye and Laby's 

"Physical and Chemical Constants": 

H+ 330 OH~ 180 

Na+ 45 01.- 68 
NH+ 

4 66 NO"" 
3 64 

1.Ba+ 2 1=:5' ,./ . .;.so4= 71 
!La+++ 57 

The conductivity of' a completely ionized. solu-

tion is proportional to the sum of the mobilities of 

the positive and negative ions in solutiorio Thus a 

·solution of H2so4 and. a solution of' the same normality 

of' HCl, assuming complete di'Saociation, will have con-

ductivities in the ratio 

_(U+ .+ U-)11.2804 

(U+ = U-)HCI. 

Vi/here U+ and U- are the mobilities of the positive and 

negative ions. This ratio for auj!;phurj.c acid and 

hydrochloric acid will therefore be 

_3,30 + 71 
330 + 68 

= L.Ol -----398 

Similarly equal concentration solutions of Na OH 

and ~2so4 will have conductivities in the ratio 

45 +_JJ~Q 
330 -~-- .:7'tl 

assuming complete dissociation in each solution .. 

The resistance between the plates when the cell was 
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filled with a N/1000 solution of sulphuric acid was 

found to be 1•9 x 102 ohms. By making use of this value, 

the ionic concentration of ~Y solution can be cal

cul~ted fr6m the resistance measured between the plate~, 

providing the ions in solution and their mobilities 

are known. Thus a solution of NaOH with resistance R 

ohms in the cell must have an ionj.c concentration of 

1• 9 X 102 
X Jt.Ol 

R x 225 
0 N/1eeo 

= __3•386 X 102 
R 

• N/ 1000 

It is to be noted that this val~Ae will be Jbhe con-

centration of the ions in solution and will not gi.ve 

any indication of undiasociated NaOH in solutione We 

have assumed that the N/1000 sulphuric acid with cell 

re.sistance 1• 9 x 102 ohms ~as completely dissociated, 

and with a solution of such a strong electrolyte of this 

concentration, this can be assumed to be correct. 

The distilled water with which each set of experi

ments was started was assumed to contain none of the 

electrolyte to be used so that a small "end correction" 

was subtracted from the value of the concentration cal-

cul$ted in each case. This correction was always of the 

-5 order 1 x 10 .N. 

Benzene drops of diameter 1•5 rn.mo were first used 

in solutions of NH4oH and H2so4 and the charge on the 

drop deDi ved from the deflec-tious in fields of 40 vol ta/cm 

The results Obtained and the value of and 80 volts/ em. 
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the charge calculated for each concentration are given 

in tables VIII and IX below. 

l\Jli4oH solu tiona TABLE VIII 

Photo- Hesistance Pone. Cal- Cone. -
11 end Voltage Tan e Charge 

graph No. xl04 ohme I culatSd correc~ion11 Applied q= 
xlO- N xlo- N m'gtane 

E 
in e. e.t 

384 3• 2 1• 0 10-2 121 • 0136 • 0212 

385 ' 240 • 02665 
-- --·-· ·-·--·· . - --· ---- ·--··· 

386 lo865 lo 7 0• 7 121 • 01985 
• 0309 

387 239 0 04025 

388 1•02 3•1 2•1 121 • 0312 
• 0487 

389 237 • 0624 

390 • 6L~ L~· 9 3• 9 121 • 04025 
·064 

391 23.5 • 0828 

392 ·~-0 7" 92 6· 92 120 •0448 
• 078 

393 230 • 093 

394 0 25 12· 75 11• 75 119 • 0453 
• 078 

395 227 • 093 

396 •097 32• 8 31•8 60 •0221 
• 078 

397 
. 118 • 04.53 

\ 
'· 

. . -fj __ :_,_,·-
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H2.£3.24 solutions TABLE y 

Photo-
graph No. 

400 

401 

402 

403 

L~04 

405 

406 

1-+07 

408 

409 

410 

411 

412 

413 

414 

Resist- b~onc. ~one. -"end Voltage Charge 
anee . alcula$ed correc~ion" Applied Tan e q=m'g tane 

xlO ohms xlo- N xlo- N E 
in e. s. u • 

2• 38 O• 798 l0-2 121 • 0136 
0 0212 

238 •·0266 

1· '2,Q 
JJ 1•366 o·s66 121 0 0136 

; • 0212 
236 ·0272 

0·85 2• ?35 1& 435 120 0 013 
• 0203 

235 0 025 

0•505 3. 76 2• 96 120 I) 0125 
0 0195 

231 0 024 

0•255 7• L~5 6•65 120 .. 0107 
•0167 

228 •02 

0•17 10• 05 10·05 119 •0096 
• 0149 

222 • 019 

o. 075 25• 3 24• 5 60 • 0062 
·00966 

114 •012 

0•130 14•6 13•8 117 0 0085 • 0133 

Graph 9 was drawn from the results in table VIII 

and shows the relationship between d.rop charge and 

hydroxyl ion concentration j_n the NH40H solution. The 

charge ].ncreasecl steadily as the concentration of the 

O:tr tons increased until a maxinrum, or "saturation", 

charge was reached with solutions of concentration 

greater than ~~lo-5N. Increasing the 1~40H concentra-
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tion above this value had little effect on the drop charge. 

Graph 10 produced from the results in table IX, 

shows that the drop charge is reduced by adding H2so4 

i.e. by reducing the hydroxyl ion concentration. It 

appears from this curve that in sufficiently high acid 

concentrations the drop charge will become zero, this 

probably occurring when no hydr·oxyl ions are p·resent in 

solution. 

Graph 11 shows the drop charge acquired over the 

whole range of acid and alkaline solutj.ona cover'edp this 

being done as the two ·set& of results are obviously 

closely connected. Graph 12 was produced connecting the 

results in another manner, drop charge being plotted 

against the calculated pH values of the NH4oH and H2so4 
solutions used, the pH value being related to 0~ ion 

concentration in the form 

log10 [oH-1 = pH - 14 

Benzene drops of' 2• 0 m. m. d.iameter were then used 

in NaOH and HCL solutions. 'l'he resul ta obtained are 

given in tables X and XI below. 
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N.!aQ.ti Solutions TABLE ! 

. 
Photo- Resist- Ponco Cone.. - 11 end Voltage Charge 
graph No. .9.nfie balculated corre:=~ion" Applied Tan a q= 

xlO ohms xlo-5 N x10 N m' g tane 
E e .. e. u, 

433 2• 75 1• 23 ~o1 121 c 0215 • 0794 

L~34 2• 05 1•64 • 41 121 0 026 
• 096 

435 238 • 051 

436 1·58 2olL~ • 91 120 ·0312 
•152 

437 236 .. 0611 
0 

Lt.38 0•98 3• L~6 2• 23 120 0 0436 
"161 

439 234 0 0861 

440 0•65 5· ~3 4o0 120 0 0553 
• 204 

441 232 •110 
. 

4'· .... Lj.C,. Ot Li-55 t~ 45 6· 22 120 • 0595 e 220 

443 Oa 291 11• 58 10•35 120 • 060 0 221 

444 Oo 208 16• 23 15• 0 119 • 060 • 221 



Photo-
graph No. 

418 

419 

420 

421 

422 

l+23 

424 

4-25 

426 

i.~27 

428 

429 

430 

431 

432 
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HCl Solutions TABLE XI 

Resist- Ponca Cal- Cone. - "end Voltage Pharge 
auce culatgd cor~ection" Applied Tan 9 q= 

xlO ohms xlo- N xlo- N m' g tail€> 
E 

in e. S. Ue 

2• 3 0• 832 0 01 121 e 0215 0 0794 

1•35 1"416 0 586 121 •0204 
• 0753 

238 • OL~O 

0• 71 2· 695 1·863 120 ,Ql93 
0 0712 

234 e 038 

0•52 3·68 2·848 120 0 017 
:0628 

233 • 03.3 

0·28 6·84 6·008 120 •0147 
0 0542 

?30 • 0275 

0·179 10·7 9·868 119 • 0125 
·0461 

226 ·024 

0•125 15-:3 l}..j.o 468 118 • 0096 . 0355 

0•10 19•15 18•318 118 ·oo85 "0314 

0•085 22o 5 21•668 115 • 0079L~ 0 0293 

0•055 34·8 33"968 110 • 00568 • 0210 

Graph 13 shows the drop charge - hydroxyl ion con-· 

centration curve for the NaOH solutions. As with the 

NH40H soluttona, increasing the concentration of the OH

ions caus_ed an increase in negative charge acquired by 

. 

the benzene drop, until the 11 saturation11 charge was reached 

there being little increase in charge for concentra·tions 

above 7 x 10-5•No 

I 
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Graph 14 was drawn for the results listed in table XI 

and shows that there is again a steady decrease in charge 

as the solution is made acid, this time by adding HClo 

Graph 15 shows the drop charge acquired over the 

range of acid and alkaline solutions used and graph 16 

relates drop charge with pH value for the HaOH and ~Cl 

_solutions. These curves are identical in shape with those 

obtained for NR40H and H2so
4 

solutionao 

Similar results were again obtained with KOH w.'"ld 

HNe3 solutions, the drop charge, pH curve being shown in 

graph 17. The experiments using these solutions were 

designed to checlt the points of the charge I pH curve c 

between the pH values 8•5 and 5•5, samples or each solu

tion used being tested with a Marconj. pH metero There 

was good agreement be-tw~en the results obtained in this 

manner and the previous results obtained for NaOH, 

_l\TH40H, HCl and H2so4• The pH value or the distilled 

water used was found to be 5•8 whereas it had been ass

umed to be 7 in the results calculated. The pH value of 

a solution, however, very rapidly alters with concentra

tion of OH- ions near the neutral value pH 7, so that 

this slight discrepancy was of little importance and all 

the results can be regarded as showing good agreem~nt. 

The asswnption made during the calculation of ionic con

centrations that the distilled water was neutral was 

also ahO\m to be reasonable by the tact that ·~he pH value 
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graph No. 

448 

I.J.49 

450 

451 

452 

453 

454 

L~55 

511 

512 
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of this waterp determined by pH meter, VIaS 5• 8.· 

The charges acquired by benzene drops of 1~85 m.m. 

diameter in sodil~ chloridep a1nmonium sulphate and 

potassium nitrate solutions ·were next measured. The 

results obtained are shown in table XII belowa 

TABLE ill 

Solution tResiatance ~bnc. - "enc I\To1tage Charge 
in use xlO ohms Correc~ion' Applied Tan e q= 

x1o- N m' g tan 
E 

e 

in e. a. u. 

Di'sti1led 2• 7 0 122 • 0175 •0512 
Water 

Na01 1• 3 2• 68 121 •0175 • 0512 

NaCG: o·.;88 5•16 121 0 0204 ·0596 

EaCili 0•67 7• 55 - . 121 •0181 • 0529 

NaCl 0•39 1!~· 75 120 •0181 • 0529 

Na01 o· 245 25•0 119 • 0170 •0497 

Na01 0•15 42•4 119 •0170 •0497 
• 

Na01 o·o75 ar3 119 0 0181 •0529 

Distilled 1=75 0 and 120 • 0181 
. 

• 0529 
0 •o181 Water and & 0·1 52•42 118 •0529 

(NHL~) 2804 

Dist. 1·66 0 and 120 • 0175 ··0512 
Water & K & 0•095 69•6 118 • 0181 • 0529 ' 

No
3 



As can be seen from this table, addition of NaCl 

io e.. of Na+ and. Cl- ions, had negligible effect an the 

charge acquired by the benzene drop~ the charge remaining 

constant over tQe whole range of concentrations used. 

The same was also found to be true when (NH4).2so
4 

or 

KN03 vtere used .. 

The conclusion drawn from the, above experiments was 

that the negative charge on the benzene drops, moving up 

through aqueous solutions, was due to selective adsorp= 

tton of OH- ionsa A summary of the evidence leading to 

this conclusion is as follows. 

Benzene drops have the same charge in distilled 

'.'Vater and in water purified to a much greater extento 

Remov .ing the impurities to such an extent that the speci~ 

fie resistance is more than three times greater than th"at 

for distilled water,does not affect the magnitude of the 

negative charge acquired. The only di:fference is that 

the drops in the purer water more readily lose their 

chafge in ele~tric fields and this ia thought to be due 

to the fact that the benzene drops in the leas pure 

water are "screened" by ionic impurities. 

Adding NaOH, NH
4

0H or KOH increases the negative 

charge acquired by the drops until "saturation" charge 

is reached at ;hydroxyl ion. concentrations greater than 

7 X lo-5 N. 

Adding HCl, HM03 or H2so4 causes ·a decrease in the 
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charge ~n tbe drops. A decrease in hydroxyl ion con-

centration must occur in these acid solutions because the 

relationship 

loH=] [ H+] = 0• 6 x lo-14 N at 1800 

must be maintained& 

Adding NaCl, (NH4)2 so4 or KNo3 has no effect on the 

charge acquired by the benzene drops. Thus' in the above· 

acid and alkaline solutions the Na+ 9 NH4, K+, 01-, 804-

and No3 ions have no e~fect on the charge. It is there= 

fore obvious that it is the increase in hydroxy~ ion con-

centration~ when the solutions are made alkaline 9 which 

is effective in increasing the charge, and conversely the 

decreas.e in hydroxyl ion concentration when the solutions 

are acidified is ef'fective in reducing the charge. 

'l'he negative charge on the drops must therefore be 

du~ to adsorption of the negatively charged hydroxyl ions 

at the benzene water interfaceD The straight line paths 

photographed in every case indicates that the equilibrium 

charge is reached befmre the drops enter the field, so 

that the maximum hydroxyl ion adsorption possible in 

each solution must occur while the drop is forming at 

the capillary tip and while it is moving up through the 

a ems. of solution between the tip and the deflecting 

plates. Any charging up time required by the drop must 

therefore be less than the time taken for the drop to form 

and reach the electric field,this usuall~ ~eing of the 

. · .... :.. -

··r ...... 
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order of two seconds to one minute~ the drops in the 

former_case leaving the dropper after a very rapid rate 

o~ formation, and. being forced out under pressure. 

The origin of the negative charge being known, the 

next object was to see if the charge on the benzene drops 

in distilled water could be increased by the addition of 

negative ions othe:e than hydroxyl ionso The ions 01- P 

so4- and No3 were found to have little,if any,effect on 

the charge, and mt was therefore decided to try a more 

heavily charged multivalent ionaa Potassium ferrocyanide, 

giving the tetravalent negative ion Fe(GN)6---~, was used 

in soli.1tion and the results abtained are given in table XIII 

below, the drop diameter being 2m.m. 

Pot~ss_ium Ferroc;van:!,de 
Solutions 

Photograph Resiatance 
Number xlO ohms 

4.65 1•85 
466 0·64 
467 0• 27 
468 0•12 

T.t.~BLE XIII 

Voltage Tan 8 
Applied 

121 •0187 
120 •0198 
119 • 0187 
115 • 0198 

Charge q e.s.ua 
= m'g, tan e 

E 

•069 
• 073 
0 069 
D 073 

It is clear from these results that there was no 

increase in the negative charge on the benzene drops on 

the addition of Fe(CN)6 ___ ions. It therefore appears 

that negative ion adsorption at the benzene water inter

face is confined to hydroxyl ions, no other negative ions 

producing similar increases in negative drop chargeD 
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The forces bringing about such adsorptionmust not, 

there~ore,be purely electrostatic in nature, otherwise 

one would expect any negative ion in solution to be 

attracted to the interface 9 the more heavily charged the 

ion, the greater being the force of attraction. That 

the process of adsorption is not a simple electoetatic 

phenomena has already been suggested by other workers 

notably Mukherjee21, 8tern22 and ·Scho~ield23. Mukherjee 

pictured the electrification as taking place in two 

dis tinct processes (a) the !'ormation of a "c:ondenaed" :1 

layer of ions close to the surface, and (b) the electri-

cal attraction o~ oppositely charged ions to form a dif

fuse layer in the immediate volume of li~uid surround-

ing the interface. The forces bringing about this sec-

ond process were cona.idered to be purely electrostatic 

but the "condensation" of ions was attributed to "chemi

cal" or "quasi-Chemical" forceso Schofield pointed out 

that there is evidence that forces non electrical in 

nature come into play in the condensed layer, as some 

electrocapillary curves, such as those for potaszium 

iodide, show that iodide ions form a condensed layer on 

a mercury surface when the electrical forces at the 

interface are sucn as to repell rather than attract 

negative ionsa This is evidently 'Selective ionic adsorp

tion in which the ion is held to the surface by a chemi

cal force and it indicates how a complex ionic layer may 
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be built up on a non conductor. 

As explai~ed in the introduction to this thesis 

molecular orientation may also play an important part in 

ele~trostatic attraction of ions to an interface. Indeed, 

Alty12 explained the charges on air bubbles in water as 

due to orientation of the water molecules in the inter

face, such that negative ions of impurities present in 

solution are attracted to the surfaceo He discounted the 

effect of hydroxyl ion adsorption because of process 

(b) abovep suggesting that the binding forces between 

OR- and H+ ions are so great that an OH- ion adsorbed 

would be almost immediately "covered" by an H+ ion, the 

ne·t charge then becoming zero.. It ie clear that although 

molecular orientation may contribute towards the electro= 

static attraction of ions to the benzene I water inter

fac.e and to the format ion of a diffuse double layer of 

the type suggested by Gouy24, it cannot fully explain the 

preferential adsorption of OR- tonae To do this, one 

must resort to the rather ambiguous quasi chemical forces 

of Mukherjeee 

Mukherjee in his paper on the neutralization of 

charge on a colloidal particle, made no attempt to invest

igate q_uantitatively the chemical ad:rorption process but 

confined his treatise to consideratious of the secondary 

process o:r electrostatic attraction of "covering" ions. 

An attempt was therefore made, using th.e results obtained 

with benzene drops in the above solutions, to relate the 
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hydroxyl ion concentration with the number of ions 

adsorbed in the condensed layer, in a manner similar to 

that adopted by Mukherjee for neutralization of drop 

charge with ionic concentrationo 

As the formation of a condensed layer.of charge on 

a drop in a stationary liquid must almost imrned.iately pro-· 

duce a d.iffuse distribution of' cbarge due to electrosta-

tic attraction of oppositely charged ions, the separation 

of one effect from the other under such circumstances is 

most difficult~ In the above· experiments, however, the 

drops were moving through the solution at their terminal 

velocities, and these velocities were in excess of the 

maximum for which streamline flow takes pla~eo It was 

found that a resistance law of the type 

R 

was in f'o:r'ce for the d.rops of benzene in use. As suggested 

in Chapter 2 such conditions will not be favourable for 

the formation of a diffuse atmosphere of charge owing to 

disturbances in the iiquid round the drop, and consequen

tly it is reasonable to assume that the charge q as der-

ived from the relationship 

F = E.q 

will represent the primary or condensed. charge on the 

drop, the covering action d.ue to the diffuse charge being 

negltgible.. The charges measured. in this manner will 

thus give a direct ind.ication of the number of ions 

adsorbed in the condensed layer and the effect of concen-
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tration on such a layer can be determj.ned from the 

above results. If the liquid motion round the drops moving 

mith these velocities is not sufficiently disturbed to 

completely prevent the f'ormatton of the diffuse ~ayer of 

charge i.e. if some covering ions are still able to fol

low the drop through the liquid, one must make the addi~ 

tional assumption that the percentage of ions covered for 

drops of the same size, moving with the same velocity through 

the liquid, will be of the same order over the range of 

concentrations used •. The charge q will then represent a 

constant per·cen·tage of the condensed chargeo 

From the curves rel~ting drop charge with hydroxyl 

tons concentration it is obvious that there ie a maxi-

mu.m possible charge, which the ·benzene drop can attain, 

it then being "saturated" with hydroxyl ions.. If' there 

are "no""placea" available on a ctrop of radius "at" at 

which hydroxyl ions can be adsorbed, and if "n" of these 

places are still available when the hydroXYl ion con

centration is 0 gram equivalents per litre 11 then (no-n) 

ions must be adsorbedo The charge on the drop will there

fore lbe (no-n)e where e is the electronic charge in e.s.u. 

If o<. is the fraction of the maximum charge acquired 

by the drop a.t concentration C then 

o(. :. "h.o - 'h.. 

"\'\.o 

1- ol 
'h... 

= """-o 

ot 
'\'\. 

1- -
= '1'\.o 

I- "'- "1'\. 
'l'l..-
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If at this concentration Cp there is an i.nf'ini.te-

simal inorease in concentration dC there will be add-

itional adsorption anda corresponding decrease dn in n. 

The magrd.tude of dn will depend upon (i) the magnitude 

of dC.. There may be a :linear relationship i.e .. dn Ot. dC, 

or it may be more complicated. 

( ij.) n the numb~r of' places available. Obviously 

when n=O ioeo at saturation cha:rage, dn will also be 0 

no matter how big dC is madeo 

As a first approximation we may therefore say 

dn = - Ko n. Cl.C --------
where K is a constant. 

du = - Kdc 
n 

loge n = - KC + constant 

n = 

32 

When C = 0, n = no and the constant B must eqpal no 

n = nr. e -KC 

_lL -KU 33 ·- e 
no 

Substituting this in equation (3l):above we have 

~ eKe -1 34 
, 1-of" = 

If KC is large eKC >) 1 and 

= 

The function --~· wae calculated for contentrations of OH-
1-Q{ 
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ions between 10-5N and 6 x 10-5 for ea.ch of' the curves 

shown tn graphs 9 and 13. Log
10 

L_ was plotted against 
1-d 

C over this range of concentrations and the straight line 

curves obtained are shovm in graphs 18 and 19. The~e are 

in excellent agreement with equation (35) above and indi

cate that over this range of concentratione1 eiC >) la 

The relationship between log10 ~ and C was plot-
1._.0<. 

ted for concentrations below lQ-5 N ioeo for acid solu-

tions, f'rorn the results obtained for :HC:l solutions.and . 

sho~m in graph l4a The curve obtained is given in graph 

20 and it shows that the straight line curves of graphs 

18 and f·q becomes asymptotic to the l0g10 ...El. axis as 
l-ei 

From graphs 18, 19 and 20, it is theref'ore 

evid.ent that the r•elations.hip 

cX = eKe - 1 
1-d 

is in good agreement with the results obtalned experi-
' mentallyp proving that the assumptious upon which equation 

\ 

( 32) is based must be correct. The value of K der:l.ved 

from the slopes or the graphs 18 and 19 are respectively 

7•74 X lQ-4 N-1 

7•25 X Io-4 N-1 

for the NH4oH resul~s and 

for the NaOH results. 

The fundamental assumptions underlying equation (3ia) 

are as follows: 

. (a) the work necessary to adsorb &n hydroxyl ion a:."tl the 
-

\.vam.er I benzene interface is constant over the range of 
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concentr·ations used. This implies that any val?iation 

with. concentration, in the ionj.c atmosphere of positive 

ions surrounding an OH- ion, over the range of concentra

tion lo-10N to lo-3N, has a negligible eff'ect, it being 

as easy for an OH- ion to be adsorbed from an acid solu

tion containj.ng many H+ ions as from an alkaline solu-

tion. 
(b) The oa- ions already adsorbed in the surface exert 

no repelling force on other OR= ions which are in the 

process of being adsorbed. If this were not so,the 

power of n in equation (32) would not be unity. This 

really means that the "places 11 at which OH- ions can be 

adsorbed at the sur.face are suff'j.ciently separated for 

an OH- ion: .. ~n one nplace11 to· exert negligible repulsive 

force on an OH= ion in the adjacent "place". 

(c) The percentage of OH- ions adsorbed at the surface 

of the drop, moving through the fluid at its terminal 

velocity of 7cms I sec, which are covered by positive 

ions in solution is either zero or constant over the 

range of concentrations coverede 

Though thea~:: three assumptions are proved to be cor

rect by the good agreement obtained, with the experi

mental results, the nature o:f the chemtcal forces caus-

ing hyd.roxyl ion adsorption is still uncertain. 

In all the above experiments, only monovalent posi= 

tive ions were present in solution with the hydroxyl 

ions, ano_ as we have seen, "covering" of the ·negative 
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charge by these ions could be neglected. It was there

fore decided to try solutions containing divalent and 

trivalent positive ionsp in order to see if the electro-
~~~ • .4:;i.(,;:,.__. 

static covering eff'ects outlined by Mukht~~jee lroU:ld occur 

with these more heavily charged ions. 

Lanthanum ni tra.te and barium nitrate were the electro-

lytes us<:1d and the results obtained are given in tables 

XIV and XV belOWp the drop d.iametet> being lo6 m .. mo 

TABL]; XJV 

Lanthan~ nitrate Solutions La(NO}l~ 

Resifitance Calculated jaonc. -"End Voltage Charge 
xlO ohms Concentr~ Correction" Applied Tan a q= 

tion xlO-?N x1o-?N m'gtane 
E 

in e.s.u 
I. • .., 

1~295 " ., .... ., .. 01588 ;;Q301 L~-- ( u .lo":.l. 

.3• 6 1•69 0•395 121 • 01418 • 0269 ., 

1"33 4"575 3" 38 120 • 00738 •01985 

0•83 T' 33 6"035 120 .. 00624 •0168 

0•64 9. 5 8• 205 120 "00567 • 01525 

o·Lt.4 13•8 12•505 119 • 00567 ·01525 

0•315 19•3 18•005 118 •0051 • 0137 

0•219 27•8 26•505 116 • 0051 .0137 

Ool48 4P1 39.805 115 • 00425 • 01143 

0 .. 09 67·6 66"305 112 "0034 •00914 

0•051 119•25 117•955 110 • 00283 • 0076 

0•018 338•0 336•705 96 • 00227 •0061 
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TABLE l£l 

Barium Nitrate Solutions BEi1N9) 2 

Photo-
graph No .. 

482 

483 

484 

485 

486 

487 

488 

489 

490 

Resistance Calculateg Pone.. -"End Voltage Charge 
xl04 ohms Cone .. ~no- N Corregtion" Applied Tan e q= 

xlo- N m' gtane. 
E 

in e. So~ 

2•1+ 2·66 0 120 • 0153 •0290 

r5 4•26 1• 6 120 .01416 • 02685 

o~95 6· 73 4•07 120 0 01416 •02685 

0•67 9•55 6"89 120 0 0136 •0258 

0•455 14•05 11•39 119 •01332 • 02525 

0" 25 25•6 22• 94 117 0 0130 •02465 

o·145 44•1 41 11 44 llL~ • 01076 •0215 

0"975 85• 3 82• 64 111 • 00963 0 01976 

Oo024 266•5 263•84 98 "00794 .. o1eo 

The drop charge related to La+++ ion concentration 
is shown in graph 21 and the curve relating charge with 

Ba++ ion concentration is ::-hown in Graph 22. As·can be 

seen La+++ and Ba++ iont:1, !3Specia11y t~e former, are 

effective in reducing the drop charge, this indicating 

that some electrostatic "covering" is possible with the 

more heavily charged positive ions, even when the drops 

are moving through the fluid with a velocity greater than 

the maximum for which streamline flow occurs. 

Mukherjee derived a mathematical formula for this 

"covering" effect relating fractional loss of charge e, , 

with concentration of neutralizing electrolyte C, and the 

f'ormula he obtained was 
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= k -w/kT 2. ·~ )( ) k4.u.e "Y\..a.. .C. 1-~, e, 1-e, 
1 'Y\.. I 'h., .:t 

where u = mobility of' the "cover·ing" ion 

and 

n2 = valency of the "covering" ion 

n1 = valency of the adsorbed primary ion 

W = energy necessary to separate the neutrali~ 
ing ion from the adsorbed ion. 

k = Boltzmann's constant 

T ~ absdllute tempePature 

can 'be regarded as a constant depend.ingp 
i{: 

among other things upon the stze of the colloidal part-

icle or charged drop. 

The assumptions used in the·derivation cb.t' thte 

formula are 

(i) the surface does no exert any chemical affinity 

on the "covering" ionsp their attraction being purely 

electrostatic in naturee 

( U) maximum "covering" occurs f'or neutraliza.t ion of 

charge. 

( 1' . ) ' 11 the places at which primary ions are chemically 

adsorbed are widely separated. compared with molecular 

dimensions, so t~.t in·teraction between ions at adjacent 

'·'places" can be neglected. 

im attempt. was mad·e to see if the neutra.lization· 

of charge on the benzene drops by La+++ ions followed 

along the lines ind.icated by Mukherjee's equation. 
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For these results, as there are only r.a+++ ions in solu-

tion covering the chemically adsorbed. OH- ions 

u is constant and equal to 57 at 18°Co 

n2 is 39 the valency of the La+++ 

:rt 1 is l·f'o~ the OH- ions 

'N is constant and equal to 3 e~ where D is 
Dx.. 

the dielectric constant for water, e is the electronic 

charge and x is the distance between the centres of the 

adsorbed OH- ion and the La+++ cover·ing iono 

For the La(No3)3 solutions we can therefore say 

.. A (' - ~ )( 1- e , ) . c 
where A is a 

- 'Y-fL 
constant alld equal to '1· ~1 . u.. . .JL T 

e, ~~ 
(1- ~·)(I-S,) vvas calc1ilated for the concen-The function 

trations indicated in table x~I below 
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'l'ABL:F~ XVI 

Cone en- e1 log~~ tration of el ( 1-91) (1- logic) La+++ ions (ex o5) [(l;a$~] xlo-5 N @)1 
-) 

3' 

1 o· 358 0•632 0 -0•1993 

1· 5 Qo l..t-4-3 0•933 0•1761 -0•0301 

2 0"475 1"075 Qo3Q10 Qe0315 

3 Oo 521 1"315 0" Lt771 0°1189 

4 Oo557 lo545 0"6021 0°1889 

5 Oo 579 1~ 705 0"6990 0 .. 2316 

6 0•59~ 1" BV~ o· 7782 0•2586 

7 0•6065 1•932 0• 8Lt.51 0"2860 

8 0• 616 2"017 0"9031 o"3w47 

9 o.625 2•1o5 Oo 951+2 0•3232 

10 Oo634 2·192 1•0000 O• 3/.t.08 

15 0•664 2• 532 1-1761 0•4034 

20 0•6865 2•84 1•3010 0•4533 

25 o· 7015 3·065 1"3979 0•4864 

30 o· 716 3•315 1• 4771 0"5204 

40 0·736 3•69 1•6021 O• 5670 

It is obvious from this table that there is no linear 

relationship between the f'Hnction 
e, 

and the concentration C as suggested by Mukherjee's equation. 
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Graph 23 was therefor~ plotted using 1-,0 U 8~ atgainat """'a- 1- e, , _ _,_ 
log10c, this being done in order to see if' ~ ( e, 

,_ 9;')(1- ~' 
was propol"tional to any power of C over the range coveredo Y 

This curve approaches a straight line curve f'or the 

higher concentrations of. La+·l-+ 
e, 

~ID (!- flr)(J- ~) 
~10 c. 

indicating that over this range 

line being 

between L~ x 10-~ and 4 x lo-·i~~N 

ions, the slope 6f this 

of concentrations i.e. 
e, -.~ 

the p;wer law 'I' e-:v e -. 
\!- ~1- :i) 

is more correcto It can be seen howeve · that at very 

low concentrations approaching infinite dilution i.e. 

below 2 X 10-5N, the slope of the curve, loglO e, ' . 
(1- e,)( ,_ e7,J does approach lli!ity. Thus at these 

extreme dilutions 
(t- er)CI- 8;.-3) 

~s directly proport-

ional to C as indicated by Mukherjee's equation. It 

therefore appears that though the assumptions, upon which 

the equation was based, hold good in very weak solutions, 
·++ they become incorrect as the concentration of the La+ 

ions increases above 2 x 1Q-5No 

rrhe assumption that the cove.~ing ions are so widely 

separated as to exert no electrostatic repulsion on each 

other is definitly open to criticism at the higher con

.centrati-ons9 especially as Mukher·jee based it upon the 

results of M0 Taggart11 who measured charges on ·:~~.r 

bubbles ln water. Niulch.erjee distributed the charge 

r~~ measured, evenly over the sui'face and thus estimated the 

approximate distance between ions on the surfaceo The 
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charges on the bubbles as measured by M0 Taggart, however" 

may well have been only the excess of charge due to the 

few adsorbed ions remaining uncoverede Miss Newtonl4 

lla.s also r-.;hol;'m that McTaggart's results are not reliable 

as they must have been complicated by electroendosmotic 

flow in the tube along ;,vh·ich the bubbles moved .. 

Although in the treatment on the chemical adsorption 

of hydroxyl ionsp it was stated that>as equation (32) 

was found to be experimentally correctp the forces of 

repulsion between adjacent OH- ions in tile condensed 

layer must be small~ it must be remembered that during 

such adsorption the quasi chemical forces may be very 

large compared. withthe electrostatic f'orces between the 

adjacent ionsp so that the latter may be neglectedo As 

the forces bringing about "covering," howeverp are 

purely electrostatic in nature, the repulsion between 

adjacent coverinc ion will become comparable with the 

forces o~ attraction exerted by the condensed layero 

This crill be especially so at the higher concentrations 

when there is a high perr::entage of primary :tons on the 

conrlensed layer coveredp and therefore neutralized. 

The fractional decrease in charge obtained with 

Ba++ ionsp over the range of concentrations coveredp 

is too small to enable them to be used in the above man-· 

ner as an empirical check on Mukherjee's equation. 

There is agreement 9 howeve··r in the fa.ct that the 
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divalent Ba++ ions are less effectiv~ in reducing drop 

charge than the trivalent, and equally mobile, La+++ ionaa 

In the expe:ri:nents describl'ed so far in this chap

ter drops of the order of 2mom. diameter were used. 

Attempts were therefore made to obtain benzene drops of 

diff'erent sizes in order to tnvestigate variation of 

drop cl1.arge with radius. These were not very successf'ulp 

however, the difficulty lying mainly in the fact that 

very fine thin we.J.leo: capillaries ~ve1 .. e needed to produce 

sufficiently small drops and these capillaries were 

inconsistent in behaviouro Drops with diameter much 

greater than 3rn.m. could not be used for this investiga

tion, as their drop paths were erratic, the motion being 

zig zag even when thP- drops were rising under the influ

ence of gravity in the absence of an electric field. 

Discussion of these erratic drop paths is left until a 

little later in the chapter~ 

A set of results was~ obtained witha capillary pro

due ing drops of .diametel" 2• 9 mom. and the charge on these 

in distilled water and NaOH solutions V'ras measured. 

These results are given in table XVII below. 
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TABLE XVII 

Resigtance Cone. Cal- Conc.-"End Voltage Charge 
xlo+ohms. culat5d Corregtion11 Applied Tan 9 q= 

xlo- N" I • xlO- N m gtane 
- E 

in e. So Ue 

lo95 1"74 •01 120 0 0255 Qo 2375 

1•39 2•44 Oo 7 120 • 0351 Oo396 

0•96 3° 74 2• 0 119 0 0487 0•55 

0•56 6 .. 70 6o 7 118 .. o566 0'"638 

oo 22 15° 4 13•66 105 0 0498 Oe642 

I - ····-

The curve relating drop ch:::n•ge and. hydroxyl ion 

concentration was plotted and j_s shovm in graph 2L~. It 

is of very similar fo~n to that obtained for the amaller 
o<. 

drops~ Using this curve~loglO 1_ ~ 

was plotted against C and a good straight line relation-

ship again obtained.. The value of K, the constant in ::· 

equation (32), obtained from the slope of this line was 

8o06 x 104 N-1, this being in good agreement with the ~ 

value of' K obtained for the smaller drops .. 

Further investigations on the variation of drop 

charge with radius w~re postponed m1til other liquid 

drops had been ~tried in aqueous solutions, in order to 

see if a more satisfactory liquid than benzene could be 

found. It. was decided that a liquid heavier than water 

would be more convenient to ust~ for these experiments, 

as then a m.unber of droppers producing drops of di:fferen t 

I 
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radii could be prepa1•ed simultaneously and each one 

positioned above the cell when required, this removing 

the difficulty of seaiing each dropper into the base or 
the cell. 

Drops of other Orgainic Liquids 1n Aqueous Solutions 

Liquids which were still less dense thanvJater were

first used, and as a clean dropper and reservoir was 

needed for each liquid to avoid contamination of one 

liquid with another9 the cell wafl modif'ied to enable the 

capillary droppe:r to be more conveniently changedo For 

thj.s purpose the tube cemented over the· hole in the 

centre of the base of the cell was replaced by a wider 

tube and grolUld glass joint as shovm in figo 19. The 

narrow tube ¢re.vm off into a capill,J.ry was cemented into 

the other half of the gound glass j6tnt, this arrange

ment enabling the capillary and reservoir to be removed 

quickly am'! conveniently from the cell. 

Drops of the simpler paraf'f'ins hexane, no heptane 

and isoe octane and the compounds tolune and xylene were 

used in water and solutions of NaOH. The simpler para

f'~ins are insoluble in water, and xylene and toluene 

have slight solubilities of the same order as benzenee 

Drops of' these compotmds behaved in a very similar man

ner to ben~ene dropsp all attaining a negative charge in 

distilled water, this charge increasing to a maximum, 

saturation charge as the concentration of the hydroxylions 
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increased. Details of ttJ.e results obtained a.r·e shown in 

tables XVIII to XXII below 9 ·and the drop charge = hydroxyl 

ion concentration curves are plotted in graphs 25 to 29. 

TAB:i1E XVIII 

Photograph Calculated _ Voltage Tan e Charge g= 
Number Cone. of 0~ Applied m' g .t_an e 

ions xlo- N E 
in e. sG u • 

557 0 120 0 002269 • 01864 

560 1•395 116 0 00680 0 0559 

561 3•445 120 .. 01360 0 1117 

562 6=345 119 Cl 0170 •1396 

563 12•695 116 0 01758 •1444 

n. He.Dtane 

~hotog~raph Concentratj.on Voltage Tan e Charge q~ 
Number of' OH'5 ions Applied m's tan 9 

xlO- N E 
in e~ s. u. 

547 0 120 ·01305 0•0772 

550 1·18 120 •01815 0•1074 

540 2• 47 119 • 02155 o•1274 

5l+1 4•9 119 0 0244. o· 14L!3 

542 7• 04 118 •0244 o·lL~43 

54-3 12• 82 117 • 0244 0•1443 
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TABLE XX 

iso Octane. Drop diameter 1•56 m.m. 

Photcbgraph Concentration Vol ta.ge '11an a Charge q= 
Number of OH- ions Applj.ed m'g tan e 

xlo-5N E 
in e. Sou. 

552 0 120 0 001134 •00494 

553 2° 56 119 0 00456 0 02251 

554 5" 5!!. 118 0 00964. • o476 

555 11•42 116 0 00964 • OLJ. 76 

556 21" 22 113 0 00964 0 0476 

TABLE XXI 

Toluene 

Photograph Concentration Voltage Tan 9 Charge q= 
Number of OH- ions Applied m'g tan 9 

xlo-5N E e. a. u. 

567 0 120 • 00794 •0390 

568 0•8 120 0 01134 • 0557 

·~ 569 1• 7 120 ·01475 • 0815 
' 

570 3· 3 120 • 01985 • 0976 

571 5· 5 119 • 0227 •1116 

572 8• 1 118 • 0227 •1116 

573 12• 6 1.16 • 0216 .1116. 
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TAB!Jl lli! 

Xyle~ 

Photograph Concentration Voltage Tan 9 Charge q:: 
Number of OH~ ions Applied m'g, tan e-

xlo-5N E 
in eo s. u .. 

576 0 120 0 00623 0·0426 

577 0•93 120 "00907 0"0617 

578 3• 29 119 • 014 71.!. OclOO 

579 7• 91 117 0 01700 0•1156 

580 18•09 115 0 01700 0"1156 

It has been sho;m thst the increase in charge on the 

benzene drops as the hydroxyl ion concentration ~ncreased 

followed the simple e~1ation · 

K .~.oL C... 

·and the value of the constant K was found to be 

7• 74 x 104 N~i in :N'HJ1oH solutions 
7•25 x 104M~ in NaCH solutions 

for drops of lo5 and 2 m.rn. diameter an~ 

8•06 x 104 N~l in NaoH solutions 

for 2•9 memo diameter drops. From the results tabulated 

above the following valves of K for the other non conduct

ing ].j q_uids w·ere determined from the sCilope of the log10 lo(. 
-d.. 

copcentration curves 

Hexane 7• 83 X 10~~ N-l 
n He~tane 7•86 X 104 N=t 

iso Oc ane 8•12 X 10J~ N-
Toluene 7· 68 X 10L~ N-1 
Xylene 8.18 X J.o4 N-1 
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All these valu~s of K are in close agreement with 

the values obtained for the benzene dropse 

'!'he factors with which the constant Kof equation 

( 32) would be expected to vary a.re : 

the drop 

(i) the age of the drop sur~ace 
(11) the curvatur~ of the dro~ surface 

rR.dius .. 
fi.ii) the material forming the drope 

•· 

With respect to (i), n~ difference in charge was 

observed j_n any of the above experiments between a drop 

fo.nmed qulckly at the clropl)er i. eo with a rate of 

formation of one drop per second, and one formed slov'fly 

with the rate of' formation one drop eve:·y two or three 

m:inuteSo The "age" of the surface, how·ever·, may have to 

'!be reclco:ned in terms of a much shorter interval of time 

than the seconclo Alty12 found that equilibrium charge 

on an e.ir bubble j,n water was very quickly reached except 

in water· of extreme purity- <<2 z 10-6 ohm-1 cm-1
o In 

this pure water there was a "charging up" eff'ect in which 

equilibrium charge was not reached until the surface wae 

a few minutes old. 

The value of K calculated from the results obtained 

with the benzene drops of' diameter 1• 95 mom. ancl 2o 9 m. m. 

also show very close agreement, pointing to the fact 

that K is independent of drop radius .and_ ruling out 

factor ( i i) a·bove. 

As the value of K obtained for the simpler para

ffins, benzene, toluene and xylene are all in close 



agreement it is also evident that K is independent of 

the non cond.uc t ing ma.·terials used. The actual magnitude 

of the saturation negative charge does vary a little 

from mater'ial to mater-ial~ but the process by which this 

charge is acquj.red must be vePy similar f'or each of the 

mate:t'ials used. J.. e. the same type of quasl. chemical forces 

must bring about the hydroxyl ion adsorption at the inter-

face in each case. 

Variation of' d. ron ch.arg~ .rrill dro12 radius. 

Carbon c1isulphide and carbon tetrachloz•ide were the 

next non ccmd,,cting liquids used. Their respective 

densities at 20°C are 1•263 and 1•594, so that drops of 

them in water move d.ovmviards u.nder the inf'luence of 

gravity. The top of the cell was modified for use with 

these drops, a 15cm. long vert ].cal tube being cemented 

in, vertically above and midway between the deflecting 

platesa The droppers used were separate unite from the 

cell and were placed in position when l"equireft.~ the drops 

forming in the liQUid in the 15cm tu.be as shown in figo 

- .. :: 

20a .Any oscillations in the drops on leaving th.e drop

per were damped in the tube before they entered the 

electric f'ield.o The glass capillary droppers were cleaned;) 

with chromic acid and distilled water, a.nd thoroughly 

dried before usea 

The diameter of the drops forming in water at the 

-end of these droppe~s was measured, as before with a micro

scope fitted with ~ scale in the eye-piece. The terminal 
velocity as'measured from t:ne. photographic pJ...~t~s 
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was also used as a rnea.sure of drop radius, the remistanee 

law R at ( Vx. o...) 31
2... 

.being in force over most of the range covered and con-

sequently 

terminal velocity, iJx. oZ. drop radius, o...... 

The results obtained with carbon disulphide drops 

were not very satisfactory, again owing to the inconsist-

ent b~haviour of the thin walled capilla~ies. Those 

that were obtij.ned, however·, showed that in solutions of 

the same hydroxyl ion cone en tra t ion, the deflect ion ir1 

an electric field, and. consequently tan Q, was independ-

en t ·of drop radius for drops between o• e and 1• ~ m. m. 

diameter. '!1his ind.ica tes that the drop charee ~cquired 

under the experimental conditions was proportional to 

the cube of the drop radius. 'l1hat this is so was proved 

by the more satisfactory ::results obtained. with carbon 

tetrachloride drops of diameters between 0•25 m.m. and 

1· @rb ... mo] j_n distilled. water and NaOH solutions. 

Drops of diameter greater than 1•8 m.m. were very 

er1•atir.: in motj.on.p not even f'alling vertically under 

gra.vi ty in the absence of an electric field, but tending 

to have a zig aag type of path. This phenomenon is 

similar to the one mentioned earlierp in which drops of 

benzene- with diameter greater than 3m. me were observed 

to have an erratic drop path. Drops of-carbon disulphide 

of diameter greater than 2• 4- m. m. also behaved _in 

manner. This inconsistency is pnoably due to the 

this 

fact 
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that the drops with diameter greater than these limits 9 

have bj_gh terminal velocities and turbulent condltions 

v1ill consequently exist in the liquid surrounding the 

drops in motion. Measurements on the terminal velocit-
" 

ies of the carbon tetrachloride drops show that until 

the diameter 1•8 m.mo is neached~ the terminal velocity 

v~ is proportional to drop rad.ius Ill. and consequently 

the liquid resistance R is proportional to (v-:~t. o...)~11--. 
With carbon tetrachloride drops of diameter greater 

than 1•8 m.m .. ,.the termtna1 velocity measurements show 

that the resistance law changes from a.. 3,.z_power to a 
. z... 

square law and R becomes proportional to (vx. o...) 

Unstability is therefore to be expected above 

this diameter especially as any turbulence or eddy 

formation around such a fluid sphere will almost eert~ 

ainly cause distortion of' the 8phere and motion of the 

fluid in it. With the smaller spheres, when the 3/2 

power law is in force, there will be less disturbance 

in the liquid round the drops, enabling them to follow 

a smo~ther drop pathe 

The results obtained with carbon tetrachloride 

spheres are given in table XXIII below .. 
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TABLE XXIII 

Carbon Tetrachloride drops 1n NaOH Solutions 

Photogi•aph Hydroxyl ion Drop ~erminal Voltage Tan 6 
Number concentra5 diameter Velocity Applied 

tion xlo- N in scale Length 
divs. of' ten 
lOsc.divs .. dashes in 
= 2° 33~.11'\ ems. 

605 1o-? ;" 6o 8 & 234 • 01131 0 

7•1 
606 6 7·05 234 0 0102( 

607 7 8· '""' 1...• 234 • 0102( 
~ 

608 3· 5 3•85 & 
4•85 234 • Oll3t 

609 2 to 3 3•15 234 ~ 0079~ 

610 7• 33 2 to 3 2• 6 222 o Ol58E 

611 3• 5 4· 75 222 ~ 02270 

612 ;" 7• 8 222 • 02270 0 

613 .., to 8 8•8 222 • 03285 I 

61L~ 15•83 8 to 9 9"3 116 0 02150 

615 6 7·55 116 .. 01134 

616 Y5 4~6 116 • Oll3lJ 

617 3 3•85 116 0 01020 

As the terminal velocity is proportional to drop 

radius over most of' the range covered it was decided to 

plot drop charge directly against terminal velocj_ty. 
a3 

instead of a. 

Now tan 9 = !<' 
mg 
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so that tan Q was plotted against Vx. Gre.phs 30, 31, and 

32 are the tan 9, Vx curves ror the distilled w2ter and 

NaOH solutions used. These graphs show that in all the 

solutions used, charge is constant over most of the 
o..! 

range of radii covered.. There is a slight decrease. in 

charge for the smallest values of a, and in the two 
o5 

NaOH solutions used there is a sharp increase in dro'R 

charge for the highest val~es of a used, this increase 
0..') 

occurring with drops of diameter very near the limit at 

v1hich the er1•atic paths s.re observed. This sudden increase 

in dro_p charge is evident in graphs 31 and 32. 'l'hat this 
o..:S 

ohenomenon was not observed in distilled water is due to 

the fact that:;sufficiently lar~e drops were no used, the 

incrnase taking place above e. sharp upper L.mi t. 'J.lhe sud~ 

den increase in charge at the higher values of a is prp-
a_J 

bably· tnimately connected with ·the suddenchanges in 

fluid flow round the drops 'which occurs for the larger 

values of a 9 the fluid resitance then becoming proportion-
2. 

al to ('\f ... ~). The increase in the disturbances in the 

fluid round these larger, and quickly moving, drops may 

be su.fficien1; to reduce even further, the amount of cover-

ing by positive ions in solution which was possible when 

t h R (.'"" ) 31 2 
1 · t ··· ·rh · d · e o<. u,., Q aw was In ·orce. 1s ec;rease 1n 

covering will leave the adsorbed. negative charge almost 

completely exposed and give rise to a sudci.en i·ncreaBe in 

charge • 'J•his explanation · b 
~~ 1s orne out by the fact that 
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there is a correSDOnding decrease in char~ for the 
o..;a , -

smallest drops used. For such small drops motion of the 

flutd round the drop, when terminal velocity is reached., 

must be approaching streamline flow, and under such con-

ditions the maximum amoumt of covering due to electrosta-

tic attraction of positive ions will be possible, this 

causing a decrease in the negative ciharge exposed to the 

electric fieldo 

The fact that charge is constRnt over the greater 
a.." 

part of the range of radii used is a more difficult 

phenomenon to explain. One would expec·t the adsorption 

of the hydroxyl ions at the intePface to b"e a pure sur-

face_ effect, in which case the char[~e should be proport

ional to a 2• Wagstaft16 and J.ater Curry :t"ound a similar 

law to exist for the positive charges acquired by mercury 

drops in sulphurtc acid solutions, the char•ge in all cases 
.. 

being ppoportional to the cube of "the drop radius. 

A more exact lrnowledge of the quasi chemici:al f!Drces 

causing such ionic adsorption is essential before a sat-

isfactory explanation or this cubic law can be made. 

In conel".1S:i.on, it should be noted that although no 

curves relating drop charge and hydroxyl ion concentration 

are shown for the carbon tetrachlor1.de drops, the experi-

ments being performed to investigate the relationship 

between drop charge and d.rop radius, the results obtained 

with the solutions usedp '.s-'J.'!aw that the drop charge 
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tncreases to R maximu..rnt saturation charge in a very 

similar manner to that ebserved for the other non con

ducting drops. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 

the conclusions arrived at from the resultsobtained with 

the carbon tetrachloride drops will apply to drops of 

the other non· conduct].ng liquids used .. 

I 



CHAPTER YI 
Measurements of charge on mercury drops 

tn aqueous solutions. 
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Curry, in his work on mercury drops in aqueous 

solutions, used an experimental technique very sim

ilar to that described in this thesis. He measured 

the positive charges acquired by mercury drops in acid 

solutions and attributed the chnrge tto hydrogen ion 
-=-o 

adsox-ption. As the~·e was also an increase in positive 

charge on mercury drops in solutions other than acid 

solutionp a wider explanation or the phenomena is that 

the positive charge is dne to adsorption of posittve 

ions present in the aqueous solut:tonse It is obv'ltous 

from the measurement of charge acquired by mercury 

drops in various solutions of equal concentration, 

(Ph. D thesis po 68) that the amount of adsorption pos-

sible varies with the positive ion in solution, and in 

order to gain more information on this aspect of the 

problem, the following series of experiments were per-

forrhedo 

The mercury in use was puriried by bubbling air 

through a mixture of it and concentrated sulphuric acid 

for a number of hours, and then twice redistilling under 

reduced pressureo The dropper was constructed from 

thick waibled capillary tubing, the drops forrnj_ng 

at the rate of one every four or five secondso Photo

graphs 622 - 635, as list~d below, were taken using 

drops of radtus Oa695 m.m. -in distilled water and NaOH 

solutions, the distance between the platinum deflecting 

plates being 3•05 ems. 

• 
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TABLE XXIV 

Photograph Resistance Voltage Calculated NaOH 
Number 

622 

623 

624 

625 

626 

627 

628 

629 

630 

631 

632 

633 

634 

635 

Between 
plates xlo4 

Applied NaOH Con co - Drop Sign 
Concentra= "End Cor-

ohms. tion xlo-5N rect_!gn 
xlO N 

2° 9 230 1•17 0 + 

0"82 225 4"'15 2•98 + 

0•42 222 8• 07 6•9 + 
i 

oo 24 010 14"15 12"98 + '-..!oo..,.l 

O•l 110 33"9 32" 73 + 

·o·048 54, 105 70<>5 69·33 + 

0"014 85 242•0 240°83 +ve & then 
-ve 

0•014 47 21+2· 0 240•83 + 

0• 011~ 85 242~0 240•83 +ve & then 
-ve 

0"0033 3l.t, 10 1028 1026•83 + 

0•0033 6~4 1028 1026o83 + 

Qa0015 6o 4, 9·8 2260 2255•83 + 

0•0007 6o4 4840 4838•83 + 

P3 740, 231 2• 6 1=43 + 

As was stated in Chap~er 2 9 the magnitude of the 

charge cannot be determined accurately from the curved 

tracks photographed on the above plates, unless a ted-

ious numerical approximation method is usedo An indi

cation of the magnitude was, however, obtained from the 

width of the deflection and the value of t.an Q at the 

extremmty of the pathso The construction of a larger 



cell would have enabled greateY' accuracy to be obtained 

but there was not sufficient time left in the research 

period for this to be doneo The"following conclusions 

cc,.uld, however, be dra\"m from the above photographs: 

(i) The deflection of the mercury. drops in distilled 

water is towards the negative plate, indicating a posi

tive drop charge, and this deflection increases with vol-

tage gradient up to 246 volts/ em. 

This positive charge can be attributed to adsorp

tion of hydrogen ions~ formed. by the partial dissoctation 

of the water 11 and also rBf positive tons of· impurities in 

solutiona The increas~ of this positive charge, in the 

lower voltage gradients, as NaOH is added to the water, 

suggests that there is also adsorption of Na+ ions inthese 

NaOH solutions; In this caae, as the solution becomes 

more alk.altne~ there will be less H+ ions available for 

adsoption and. the positive charge will be dertved more 

and more from the comparattvely large numbers of Na+ ions 

available. 

(ii) In the NaOH solutions, as the concentration of 

the Na+ and OH- ions increases J the positive char•ge in 

the lov11er val ta1Je gradients increases, but it soon becomes 

evident that this positive charge is affected by the vol

tage gradiento Thi~ dependence on electric intensity 

becomes very obvious in the photggraphs 628, 629, 630 

for the solution of concentration 2·~.1 x 10T
3
N. Ph6to

graph 629 shows that for a voltage 
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gradient or 47 volts I 3 cmso , the drop is dectdely 

positive, being attracted to the negative plate. For 

the Fl~.1"0e solution, whenthe voltage gradient is increased 

to 85 volts I 3 ems., the drop when ente ing the fieJ:d 

is positive but it quickly loses this positive charge 

and acquired a negative charge, becoming attract~4 to 

the peaitive plate. The drop paths on either side of 

the vertical thus f~rm a loop as shovm in the diagram 

·r:elow and in figs. 36 and 37, these being prints from 

photographs 628 and 630 

It therefore appears that the charge ona mercury 

drop in a field free solution of this concentration ie 

decidely positive, but voltage gradients of a sufficiently 

high order quickly remove the charge from the drop and 

~ enable it to acquire a negative charge. 

This 11 reversal effec;:t" is not present :Ln the phot<!fl

graphs taken using solutions of greater concentration 

than 2•41 x lo-3N, probably owing to the fact that suf

ficientl hi h voltage gradients were not possible due 
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to the very large currents and heav~ "gassing" which 

occur lht these higher ·~voltageso 

(iii) In distilled water and in each of the NaOH 

solutions used, the drops very rapidly acquire an equil= 

ibrium ~hargeo This is evident from the looped paths 

mentioned above and also fromthe drop paths-after 

collision withfue ne~ative electrodeo The positively 

charged drops after eollision become negatively charged 

and are attracted towards the posittve electrodep but 

once clear of the negative plate the drop rapidly loses 

its nega~ive charge and reacquires a positive chargep 

becoming reattracted to the negative plateo The resu~t 

is a series of "hops" down the negative plate as shown 

in the diagram below and in the photographs of figso 38 

and 45. 

This hopping is similar to that noticed with water drops 

in benzene, under the influence of large potential grad-

ientso 

Although Curry did notobserve the reversal efteem 
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mentioned above with pure mercury dropsp he noticed a 

similar effect with higher voltage gradj.ents using drops 

of' cadmium and zinc amalgams in sulphuric acid aolutj.onso 

Thus to remove ruly doubt about the purity of the mercury 

in use it was again redistilled and thoroughly washed 
I 

with concentrated suihphuric acid followed by distilled 

watero A second dropper was also constructed ffi1d cleaned 

with chromic acid followed by distilled \Vater. .Photo-

graphs 636 - 651, tabulated below» were taken using 

drops of this repurified mercury; ,in distilled water and 

solutions of NaOH. The radius of the drops used was 

0• 66m .. m .. 
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TABLE m 

Photograph Resistance Calsu1ated Cone. - V~;J..tage 
Number 

636 

637 

638 

639 

640 

641 

6L12 

6L~3 

644 

hlr I; --._., 

. 6l.J.6 

647 

648 

6L~9 

650 

651 

between 
xl04 

NaOH "End Cor- Applied Drop Sign 
plates Concentra- rectign 

ohms. tion xlo-5N xlo- N 

1° 625 2" 08 0 116 + 

II 58 + 

II 231 + 

II 750 + 

Qo 2/-J. 14•1 12• 02 112. + 

0•555 6· 1 Lt.• 02 113 + 

o·os I-J.2" 3 40.,22 106 + 

Q•078 43•4 41•32 2Li-6 +ve and 
then -ve 

0•0148 229•0 226°92 156 -ve 

!I 114 Mainly -vE 

II 85 +ve then· 
-ve 

II 85 +ve then 
-ve 

II 55 +ve .:tiben 
-ve 

II 38 + 

II 4 + 

tll ! 20"5 + .... 

• 

These results are in exact agreement with the pre-

vious results, so that the effects cannot be attributed 

to contamination of the mercury. Photographs 636 to 

639 were taken using distilled water, for voltage grad-

ients between 116 volts/3cmso and 750 vo~ts I 3cma., 



and show that the deflections increase with voltage 

gr;.;.dient up to the highest gtac'ients available. There 

is so indication of reversal of drop sign in distilled. 

water. 

Photographs 640 to 642 again show the increase in 

positive charge, in the lower voltage gradientsp on add

ing NaOH, the voltage gradients in each case being of 

the order 116 volts I 3 ems. Photograph 643, however, 

shows that if the voltage gradient is increased to 2!_~6 

volts I 3 ems. for the solution used in photograph 642 
. ,_ 
lo eo 8 II NaOH concentration 40 x lo-5N, there is again a 

.rever··saJ tn drop sign, the t'l.rop being originally posj_-

t i ve and becoming negative in the electric fj_eld. 

Photograph 643 is shown in fig. 39. 

Photographs 644 to 651 were exposed using an NaOH 

solution of the srune concentration as that in which the 

reversal e:ffect was f"-irst observeo. i.e. 200 x lo-5N.-
For the highest gradient used., 156 volts I 3 cmso, the 

mercury drops were immediateJy deflected to the posi-

tive plate, showing very little indication of the origi

nal positive charge. As the voltage gradient was decreased 

there was more and more evidence of the positive charge 

which the d.rop acquired in the field free solution until 

in voltage gradients below 36 volts/ 3 ems. the drop 

was wholly positive in the f'ield. Photograph 648 i_s of! 

interest, th.e gradient in ihis c·a.se being 55 volts I 3 ems. 
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The loop under these conditions filled the whole of the 

electric f-ieilid as shovm in the diagram belowo Figo 40 

is a prtnt f'rom the actual photographp gas bubbles evol

ved at the electrodes tending to obscure the drop patho 

As the revel-'Sal eff'ect was observed in a solution 

of 220 x lo-5N NaOH with voltage gradients as low as 

55 volts I 3 cmac, v1hereas in the less concentrated 

40 x lo=5 NaOH~ voltage gradients as high as 2L~6 volts 

I 3 ems. were n€cesaaryp it is obvious that as the 

concentration of the NaOH increases~ the voltage gra= 

d ient necessary to produce reve -'sal of drop sign 

decreases .. 

For all concentratioliR of NaOH used 9 the "natural" 

charge on the mercury drop in a field free solution was 

positive, the magnitude of the positive charge increas

ing as the Na+ ion concentration increasedo The rever

sal effect was obviously d.ue to the presence of NaOH in 

solution and an explanation of tl1e phenomenon may be as 

flmllows: 
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As previously stated, the mercury I water inter-

face is of such a nature as to exert an attraction on 

8·11 positive ions. The positive charge on the mercury 

drop in distilled water is thus due to adsorption of 

H+ ions~' and positive ions of impurities, at tbe inter

face. The H+ ions are so firmly bound at the su~f'ace, 

that even at 'the highest voltage gradients in uae they 

remain fixed.. As NaOH is added., the number of H+ ions 

in soJution decr·ooes and Na+ ions replace H+ ions at the 

interface, the number· of' Na+ ions available fo.r adsorp-

tion increasing as the concentration of the NaOH 

inCl"'eases. Jt also appears that Na+ ions are less firmly 

"bound" than H+ ions to the intex·f'ace anti consequently 

mor·e easily removed by an electric field.. Thus in the 

NaOH solutions, application of a suf'ficiently strong ·-· 

electric field deprives the suface oi"' the Na+ ions and 

the drop or its positive charge~ Consequently it will 

then be possible for mercurous ionp Hg+, to leave the 

mercury sul""f'ace, the phase· boundary acting as a mem

brane permeal"'le to positive ions only, the "a trnosphere"_ 

of positive ions tending to keep the Hg+ ions in the 

drop hav' ing been removed by the electric field. Loss 

of Hg+ ions into the solution will leave the drop with 

a negative chareeo 

The reversal effect is therefore possible becav•L 

(a' ther~> are very few H+ ions available for adsorption 

in the NaOH solutions, and (b) Na+ tons are more easily 
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removed than H+ ions, from the RHT'face of' the dropp by 

an electric field. In order to verify this general theory 

it was decided to ebserve the effect of electric fields 

upon the positive charge acquired by mercury drops in 

neutral solutions of sodium chlorideo 

If the above theor•y is correct, on would eftpect a 

mercury drop in a solution of NaCl to collect a posi

tive charge by adsorption of Na+ and H+ ions, the charge 

increasing as the concentration of the NaCl increases, 

and the proportion of Na+ ions to H+ ions adsorbed dep-

ending upon their relative concentrations. If the drop 

e~ters a sufficiently large electric field, the less 

firmly bound Na+ ions should be_removed from the surface 

leaving the more securely fixed H+ ions etill in place. 

The f'inal equilibrium chax·ge attained sho-g.ld still be 

pos:ltive and of the same value as that attained in dis
+ tilled watel' 9 as the numbe:e of H ions per_c.c. in NaCl 

solution is the same as in distilled water. There may 

be a slight tiinne lag between some of the "places" tl'acated 

by the Na+ ions in the electric field being taken over 

by H+ ions still in aolutionp bu~ the final positive charge 

acquired should'be the same as that for dil!£tilled water 11 

providing that all the Na+ ions are removed by the field. 

Photographs 659 to 663 tabulated belowp were exposed 

using 0•66 m.m. radius drops in analar NaCl solutions. 
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TABLE XXVI 

Photograph Resistance Calculated Voltage 
Number betvroren the NaCl con- Applied Drop 

platea centration Sign 
;clO ohmso x1o-5N 

659 0• 65 10•35 225 + 

660 0•17 39· 6 211 + 

661 0"05 134• 5 180 + 

662 o•o5 134.5 240 +, then-
then + 

663 o· OlLl 480'"0 120 +, then~ 

then + 

Plates 659 to 661 show increastng def1ections·of the 

mer·cury drops tovtards the negative plate proving that 

the addition of NaCl does increase the positive charge 

acquired by the mercury drops. Thl.s a!Satn bears out 

the suggestion that the positive charge is du.e to pq_s= 

itive ion adsorption. 

Plates 662 and 663 show an entirely different 

type of drop path to any so fa.r observed~ a curious 

double lo<bp occurring at the beginnj.ng as sholJim in the 

d.iagrarn below and in fig. 4-1~ this being a prin)lr. from 

photograph 662. 
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These drop paths j_ndicate that the drop on entering 

the electrj_c field is initially positive, but that it 

quickly lose~ this charge and acquires a negative chargep 

losing this in turn and becoming positiveo This final 

positive charge remains on the drop and 1.s of the same 

order as that acquired by the drop in distilled watero C" 

It is to be noted that if ~imilar concentrations of NaOHv 

instead of NaCl, had been usedp there would have been a 

distinct reversal of charge, the drop ending up with a 

negative charge in the electric field. 

At the concentrations of NaCl used for photographs 

662 and 663,the number of Na+ ions per cac. is much 

+ greater than the number of H ions per c .. c .. , f'or photo-

graph 662 th.e ootio bej.ng 1• 345 x 104 : 1 a The posj_tive 

charge on the drop in .the field free NaCl solution must 

therefore be due almost entirely to adsorption of Na+ ionsa 

Upon entering _the electrtc field the drop quickly loses 

these Na+ ions and tends to gain a negative charge 

owing to loss of Hg+ ions 9 but before this negative charge 

can become v·etJy large, the "places" vacated by Na+ ions 

are filled, as far as possible, by the H+ ions in solution. 

These ions being firmly bound, the drop rapidly attains 

an equilibrium positive cha.rge of the same order as that 

acquired in distilled water. In effect this process 

causes the double loop obeewed, and thteJ results therefore 

bear out the s:i.mple theory used to eliplain the reversal 

effect in NaOH solutions. 
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· I~40H and (1~4)2 804 solutions were next used in 

order to see if the reversal effect could be observed 

. th th NH + ' . 1 t . w1 . e -4 1on.1n so Uu1on. The photographs liPted 

below w~re exposed. 

TABL]l XXVJ_l 

Photograph Resistance Calculated Voltage 
Number between NH40H con- AppliM Drop s~.gn 

plates centration 

664 7 X 10<::: 31o0 xlO-:J:N 105 + then -
obrns. 

665 & 
666 190 + then -

667 140 + tgen -
668 65 + 

Photograph Resistance Calcula- Voltage 
Number "Between ted (NH4) ~ Applied Drop Sign 

nlates So¥ cgnc .. 
- x 102ohms. x o--- N 

669 1'* 2 446 130 + 

670 1• 2 446 130 + 

671 5 111 246 + 

672 5 111 246 + 
.. 

. . 

Photographs 66L~ - 668 all show the same type of looped 

path, indicating r•eversal of Bign of drop charge from posi

.ttve to negative in the .electric field, in a manner similar 

to that observed with the NaOH solutions. Figs. 42 and 43 
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are prints from photographs 664 and 667·showing the 

looped paths obtained with the ~l140H solutions of con

centration 31"0 x 10-5N. 

The voltage gradients necessary to produce reversal 

of drop sign in the HH1-l_OH sol<ltions were lower than when 

NaOH solutions of the same concentration.were usedt the 

loop being evident ~ith voltage gradients as low as 35 

volts / em. This must mean that NH:I:: 4 ions ar•e less firmly 

held at ">T +. the surface tha.n l':a 1::ms. 

With the (NH4) 2 SOi-t. solutions used,al though no 

double loop was observed as with NaCl, the drops tn no 

case became ne8ative as wi tl1 l'JnL1_0H solutions.. The type 

of path obt®ined for these (NH4)~ oo4 solutions is shown 

in fig. 44 and ). t can be seen that th~ dro9 tra111elled 

about 3 ems. through the field befOI"e !)ecomine- SU•j/lenly 

deflected towards the ne·r.ative plate. The path of' a drop 

falling vertically is also shown as the zero lbine of 

reFerence. It is reasonable to suppose that thia time 

delay befor·e the drop acquired its··. equilibrium positive 

charge is due to loss of ~H4+ ions in the electric field, 

d · f u+ · th t · 1 '" · .P th d an ga1n o ~ 1onsp e ver 1ca por~1on o~ e rop 

path coreesponding to the double loop observed with NaCl 

solutions. 

Owing to the termination of the research period 

available, no further experimen·ts we:f'e peJ~lf!ormed, but 

the few results obtained with the pure mercury drops 

described in this chapter open up new lines of though om 
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the mercury I water interface. The forces caus~mg posi

ion adsorption at this interface appear to be purely elec

trostati~ in nature, as all positive ions used appear to 

contribute to the drop charge. They differ in this res-

pect from the forces causing OH-· ion adsorption at the 

non conductor I water interface. 

It is also evident rrom these results that the force 

binding a positive ion to thA mercury surface varies with 

the cation adsorbed, and it is possible that this ~inding 

force is intimately connected with the radius of the· 

adsorbed posl. t i ve ion. It is obvious that th•;l radj_us· of 

tlle ion, ·r ~ will control the nearne.ss to which the ionic 

centre can app~oach the mercury surface~ and the bind-

ing fore~, B 9 tending to hold the adsorbed ion in posi-

tion may be related to r in the form 

B ot.. 

where n is the ionic valency, 

e is the electonic charge, 

.and a is a constant for the mercury I water interface. 



APPEliJJ)IX 

Measurements on the aecrease in the mass of 

water crops, forming in air at the tip of a 

capillary, aue to electrification of the 

crop. 
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It was observed in Chapter 3, that applying voltages 

between a dropper end e cylinCirical copper screen surroun

ding the dropper caused a decre~se in the mass of the water 

drops fornting at the end of the capillary. The mass of the 

water drops formed at the tip of s glass capillary was 

measured when vol tsgea· between 0 and 1860 volts were applied 

between the dropper and a copper screen of diameter 2 ems. 

This was done for different heights of the water reservoir 

above the ena of the dropper and the results are teubulated 

below. The mass of the drops wee determined in each esse 

by collecting and weighing 50 of them in a porcelain cruc-

ible. 

TABLE XXVIII 

Head of water causing drop formation = 25.8 ems. 

Voltage between Wt. of 50 Time taken Mass of wet~r 
screen an.Q drops in for 50 flowing per 

dropper grams·. drops to se3ond 
form X 10- grains. 

0 0.360 83.1 4.314 

198 0.3585 82.9 4.318 

420 0.355 81.8 4.339 

618 0.345 79.4 4.345 

816 0.334 76.7 4.354 

1047 0.319 73.55 4.337 

1245 0.3025 68.9 4.390 

1430 0.286 65.0 4.411 

1615 0.262 59.6 4.396 

1862 0.226 52.6 4.267 
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TABLE XXIX 

Height of water causins drop formation= 36.5 ems. 

Voltage between 
screen and 

dropper 

0 

198 

420 

618 

816 

1047 

12Y.5 

1430 

1615 

1862 

Wt. of 50 
drops in 

grams. 

0.367 

0.366 

0.3605 

0.352 

0.342 

0.329 

0.306 

0.293 

0.267 

0.236 

Time taken 
for 50 
drops to 
form in 
seconds. 

65 

64.5 

64 

62.5 

60.75 

57.9 

54.4 

51 

47 

40.75 

Mass of water 
flowing per 

second 

X 10 -3 gms. 

5.646 

5.589 

5.632 

5.631 

5. 628. 

5.665 

5.645 

5.745 

5.680 

5.792 
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TABLE XXX 

Height of water causing drop formation= 60.5 ems. 

Voltage between Wt. of 50 Time in Mess of water 
screen and drops in seconds flowing per 

dropper grams. for 50 second 
drops to -3 form X 10 grams. . 

0 0.3715 41.3 8.995 

198 "Oo368 40 .. 8 9.018 

420 0.363 40.35 8.997 

618 0.355 39.45 8.999 

816 0.345 38.25 9.-018 

-1047 0 .. 325 36 .. 45 8.915 

1245 0.3105 34.2 9.080 

1430 0•295 32.325 9.126 

1615 0.2695 29.7 9.074 

1862 0.234 26 8.999 
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TABLE XXXI 

Height of water caus'ing drop formation = 77 ems. 

Voltage between Wt. of 50 Time in Mass of water 
screen and crops in sec ones flowing per 
dropper grams. for 50 seconCI 

drops to 
-2 form X 10 grams. . 

0 0.375 32·.35 1.159 

198! 0.370 32.0 1.156 

420 0.365 31.45 1" 161 

618 0.3555 30. 72 1.157 

816 . 0.345 29.62 1.165 

1047 0.326 28.4 1.150 

1245 0.3115 26.8 1.162 

1430 0.295 25.3 1.166 

1615 0.2695 23.15 1.164 

1862 0.234 20.2 1.164 

·~ 

0 
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TABLE XXXII 

Height of' water causing drop formation = 95 _ems. 

Voltage between Wt. of 50 'l'ime in Mass of' water 
screen and drops in seconds for flowing per 

dropper grams 50 CJ,rops secona 
to f'o!'m 

1 o-2 grains. X 

0 0.371 ~6.1 1.422 

198 0.364 25.8 1.411 

420 0.359 25.6 1.403 

618 o .. 353 24 .. 95 1.415 

816 0 • .342 24.1 1.420 

1047 0.325 22.85 1.422 

1245 0.307 21.82 1.407 

1430 0.2895 20.28 1.424 

1615 0.2655 18.55 1. 431 

1862 0.229 16 1.4.31 
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Graph 33 shows the relationship between the weight 

of 50 drops ana the voltage between sc-reen and droppe_r, 

for "h", the height of water causing drop formation, 

equal to 28.5 cmsa Very similar curves to graph 33 were 

obtained for the other values of h. 

From the above resu·lts the following conclusions 

were drawn: 

(1) The volumne of water flowing per second is inde~ 

pendent of the voltage applied betv1een the screen end 

dropper. This rate of flow is constant for any one value 

of h and is dir·ectly proportional to h as would be 

expected from Poiseuille's law. The linear relationship 

between h and Q the volumne of water flowing per second 

is shown in graph ,4. 
(2) The mass of the crop is constant for any one 

voltage V between screen and dropper being independent of 

h within the lim1 ts ·, of V and h used experimentally. 

(3) The diminution in mass of the drop, when a cer

tain voltage is applied, is the same whether the dropper 

is positive or negative withrespect to the screen. 

(4) The position of the end of the dropper in the 

screen is not critical providing that the drops do not 

coalesce with the sides of the screen. 

Al>.:bonnenc 25 observed that a similar diminution in 

the weight of drops, forming· at the end of ·a tube, occurred 

when the drops were charged, but he made no quantitative 
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measurements. An attempt was therefore made ·to relate 

the results obtained experimentally with the results one 

would expect theoretically from a consideration of the 

forces resulting from the electrical charges on the 

surface of the drops. 

If the mass of a drop "m" falltngfi"orn the end of a 

tip is inaependent of the shape of the drop but is only 

dependent on "r" the radius of the tip end "T" the surface 

tensio~ ,then = z:rr ....- .T -- - --

This mass m is denoted by Harkins and Brown20 as the 

mess of the ideal ~rop, as no account has been taken of 

the drop shape, end they modified the equation to account 

for drop shape by 1nti"oducing a dimensionless function 
{r) 

t - , where r is the tip of the radius and a is dependent 
(a) 

on the r-aeius of the drop. The equation taking the drop 

shape into account thus became 

~ ca- .. Z.il--r-. I . ~ (~) 
With the glass capillai"y droppers in use t (~) 

(a) 
approximately unity as the surface tension of water 

was 

cal ... _ 

culated from the weight of the drop formed using equation 

(36) was found to be 77.5 dynes/em at 20° c. 
Consider, now, the effect of charging th~ drop as 

it is forming at the end of the capillary. 

We shall initially assume that the crop when on the 

point of leaving the droppe·r is spherical and of re~ius a. 

If the .voltage between screen end dropper is V then ~the 
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surface density of charge will be given by the equation 

= v~ 
.3oo 

assuming that the charge is evenly distributed over the 

surface. The force per unti area of drop due to electri= 

ficetion will therefore be 2 1T ci2, the dielectric con

stant of sir being unity. This force acts perpendicular 

to the surface of the drop at every point. There is no 

force dpe to electrification over the area of the arop 

intercepted by the capillary and there is therefore a 

reesultent downward force acting on the drop. aue to 

electrification. 

\ 

' \ 
\ 

Consider the circular element 2 TT a sin e. a de 
shov~n in the diagram. 

The vertical force due to surface charge cf/cm2 on 

this element would have been 

2.:;r o. .. .'· ~ e. oL a z:rr 0""' 'l. ~ e 
The resultant downward force due to the capillary 

covering pert of the drop is therefore 

a ~lT,_ 0: ()'"1. .r~ .. -f/_ ~e ~e. tA.-8 
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Instead of the ideal equation (36) being in force, 

we thus have, due to electrification 

2..iT --r .T - - - - - ~ ~ 

and on substituting for ~-this becomes 

+ 

or 

where A 

.B 

A 

z....,..'L 
(!2..oo).,_ 

~-,, --r-.T 

When V = 0, m = mo and we therefore have the relationship 

c~o --m.,) 3- s(i~)- --- -
(mo-m) being the diminution in weight ~ue to voltage V 

between screen and dropper. 

No linear ·relati.onship was obtained between (mo-m) 
(v)2 

~;~nd using glass capillary droppers in which the drop 
( a)2. 

of water weLted the outer walls of the capillary when 

forming. As the process of formation of a drop of water 

4-o 

at the tip of such a dropper is by no means ideal for the 

above equations, a dropper for which this wetting effect 

did not occur was cqnatructed. This was accomplished by 

covering the outer walls of the capillary with a thin layer 
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of paraffin wax. 

A series of observations were made using two such 

droppers, and the results are tabulated below. 

TABLE XXXIII 

Dl'opper A 

Volt;_age between Wt. of one v2 mo - m screen end drop'S in -
dropper gl'ems 82 X 106 X 10-5 

grams 

0 0.01485 0 0 

198 0.0148 1. 755 5 

420 0.01472 7.91 13 

816 0.0143 30.55 53 

1047 0.0139 51.1 Q~ 
~"" 

1245 0.01338 72.5 147 

1430 o 013cr~ . .. 1f)G.O 1:.8.5 

161~5 .. 0.01236 132.0 249 

1862 0.0114 185.0 345 

-; 



Dropper B 

Voltage between 
screen and 
dropper 

0 

618 

816 

1047 

1245 

1430 

1615 

1862 
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TABLE XXXIV 

Wt. of one 
v2 
-drop in 2 

grams 8 

0.00894 

• 0086·2 

• 00836 

• 00798 

• 00764 

• 00716 

• 00653 

.00572 

mo -m 
X 106 X 10-5 

grams 

0 0 

24.6 32 

36.5 58 

74.0 96 

108.1 130 

148.0 178 

202.0 241 

294.0 322 

Graphs 35 and 36 were drawn, using these results and 

show the linear relationship existing between (mo-m) and 

(v)2 
(;)~ for such d~oppers, in agreement with equation (40) 

The slopes of these curves were measqred and the 

!'ad ii of the capillari.es calculated using the I'elat1onsh1p 
~0 -'M-) ~ =- B = 2._...,...'2... 

(~j (tz.oo )'-
The radii of droppers A and B were calculated to be 

0.114 ems. and 6.0905 em. respectively, these values beins 

about ten times bigger then the values of r measured with 

a microscope. The electrical forces acting on the surface 

of the drop as outlined above th~ae do not account in 
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full for the observed diminution in weight of the d-rop. 

In the above equations we assumea that the drop was 

a perfect sphere when on 'the point of leaving the tip of 

the capillary but for the sizes of drops usea i.e. 2 to 
' 

3 m.m. ~iameter, there was a large deviation from this 

perfect spherical shapeD The drops when on the point of 

leaving were of the shape illustrated below, ~be lowep 

half' being spherical but the upper half was elongated as 

shown. 

A B 

c 

The resultant vertical force due to electrification 

of the lower surface ACB will be ll a2 X ~Tl ~2 acting 

downwards, asswning this part of the surface to be spherical 

and of radtus a. 
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Owing to the distortion, the vertical force au·e to 

charge Clensi ty C!' on the surface ADEB will be smaller 

than the 

indicated by the above theory. The actual magnitude of 

this force is 

where R ) ...t- and is the 

effective area of no electrification. 

As the all~J;>e of the dro.p depe~ds upon the 1Jat1o of 

a linear dimension of the ,_'t-ip suc11 as r. and a li-near 

d!mension of the drop such as a, the deviation -of the 

shape of the drop from the perfect shape cen be accounted 

for in equation (38) above by introducing the dimensionless

function ~ (r) We then have - . 
(a) 

~ 3- + ~lT,. ("f"l--y-'L t'(~) ~ 2.11.;-.T _--+I 

end = R'l.. 

For the extr·emes of voltage used to obtained the 

results for droppers A and B, i.e. 0 and 1861 volts, the 

radius of the drop was respectively 0.1496 em. end 6.1370 

ems. Because r, the radius of the tip, was so much smaller 

than a therevculd therefore be little difference in the 

"shape" of the drop when on the point of leaving the tip 

over the range of voltage used. This means that i 1 ("£) 
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is almost constant over this range. The values of t'(~) 

for droppers A and B were calculated fDom the results 

obtainea and found to be 14.85 for dropper A and 23.1 for 

dropper B. 

As Harkins and Brown allowed for the shape of the 

drop in the ideal equation by introducing a similar 

dimensionless function t (r) the equation completely (a>' 
corrected for shape will therefore be 

~ ZTr -i- .T. "f(~ 
' 

f (r) being approximately unity for the droppers used in 
(a) 

the above experiments. 



SUMMARY 

The first pert of the thesis is a descPiption of 

attempts made to measure the natural cherg·es acquired by 

water drops while felling through eir. The·method of 

measurement is by photographing the aeviat16n from the 

vertical of drops falling through a harizontal elt,lctric 

field. These initial experiments bein~ unsuccessful, e 

description is given of atte~pts made to improve the sensi

tivity of the method and a chapter is devoted to experiments 

in which it was hoped to measure the charge after the water 

drops fell from the air into the nonconducting liquid, 

benzene. It is shown that such drops acquire a character

istic negative charge in the electric field in the benzene, 

the charge being due to impurities in solution end pt'7opor

tional to field intensity and drop radius~ 

An aecount is then given of experiments performed 

using benzene drops in aqueous solutions, the object being 

to gain :f.nformation on conditions existing at the benzene/ 

water interface.. The effect of hydroxy;!: ion concentration 

on drop charge, is determined,both acid and alkaline solu-· 

tiona being used and the reasons for attributing the negative 

charges acquired by the benzene drops to hydroxycl: ion 

absorption are given. The drops acquire a saturation nega

tive charge 1n solutionsof hycilroxy~jl ion concentration greeter 
~ . 

than 7 X 10-J N and a mathematical interpretation of the 

char.ge .... hydroxy•!: ion concentration curve is given. 



The results obtained for other non conducting drops 

in aqueous solutions are listed, the simpler paraffins 

hexane, n.heptane end iso. octave end also toluene and 

xylene being used. The "chemical" absorption of hydroxy•J, 

ions is shown to be of very similar nature in each case. 

By means of carbon tetrachloride drops the effect of drop 

radius on drop cparge is measured and a discussion of the 

results in terms of turbulence of liquid flow rouna the 

drop is given. Some results obtained with Lanthanum Nitrate 

solution ere used as an ernpi:r1cal check on Mukherjee's . 

equation for neutral1zat1·on of charge on a colloidal par

ticle. 

R~sulte obtained with pure mercury drops in aqueous 

solutions, and the influence of potential gradients on 

drop charge, ere given. Reversal of drop sign from posi

tive to negative is observed with high potential gradients 

in neutral end alkaline solutions and a possible explana

tion of the results is made. 

A short appendix is devoted to the explanation of a 

phenomenon observed in the earlier experiments viz. the 

decrease in mass of drops falling from a capillary dropper, 

due to electrification of the drops at the c·apillary tip 

by an electric field. 

I wish in conclusion to express my sincere thanks to 

Professor J. E. P. Wagstaff, M.A., D.ScG., for his continual 

help, advice and encouragement throughout the period of 

rese&rch and to all others who showed interest in the work. 
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The Journal of Applied Ecology 

A new journal of the British Ecological Society 

edited by 

A. H. BUNTING 
Professor of Agricultural Botany, Uni1•ersity of Reading 

and 

V. C. WYNNE-EDWARDS 
Professor of Nmural His/Or)', i\farischal College, Aberdeen 

J.P. COOPER 
Welsh Plcmt Breeding 
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R.N. CURNOW 

Editorial Board 

R. S. GLOVER M. E. D. POORE 
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R. W. J. KEAY H. V. THOMPSON 
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Fisheries and Food 

R. W. EDWARDS .1. D. OVINGTON E. B. WORTHINGTON 
Water Pollution Research Nature Consel'l'ancy Nuture Cun~·enocmcy 

Laboratory 

The Journal of Applied Ecology will publish the results of original 
research in which ecological ideas and methods are applied to the study, 
conservation, management, control, development and use of natura! 
resources, in the widest sense. The Editors will be particulariy interested 
in reports of quantitative and experimental investigations on wild and 
artificial ecosystems of actual or potential economic importance, whether 
in terrestrial, marine or freshwater environments, in Britain and overseas. 
Papers on the structure and variations of the environment in time and 
space, and their effects on organisms and on the form, population 
ecology, energy flow and organization of such ecosystems, will be 
welcomed. 

Examples of appropriate topics are: ecological land-use survey and 
development; the management and exploitation of wild or non-domestic 
plants and animals, including fish, birds and mammals; the adaptation 



to environment or to agronomic practice of local populations or 
varieties of plants and animals; the use of light and water by vegetation; 
analytical studies on interference and competition between individuals 
and species in communities of economic importance; ecologically based 
methods of pest, disease and weed control; ecological aspects of soil 
and water conservation, of pollution of soil, water and air, of manage
ment of coast lines and catchment areas, and of urban and industrial 
development. 

The Editors realize that most papers concerned with soil science, crop 
and animal husbandry, forestry, fisheries, plant and animal pathology 
and epidemiology, economic entomology, parasitology and weed control 
will continue to be offered to the appropriate existing journals; butt hey 
hope to publish in the Journal of Applied Ecology the results of work 
in such fields which is primarily of ecological imerest. 

They will consult the Editors of the Journal of Ecology and the 
Journal of Animal Ecology about papers which appear to be more 
appropriate to those journals; but a paper offered to the Journal of 
Applied Ecology will not be transferred to either of the other two jour
nals without the consent of the author. 

The journal will publish review articles on particular ftelds of applied 
ecology. It will also contain reviews of new books. 

Two parts, each of approximately two hundred pages, will constitute 
an annual volume, and the first part will appear in May 1964. Though 
there will be no arbitrary limit to the length of papers, it is intended 
that the average length of contributions shall not be more than fifteen 
pages including figures. Intending contributors are asked to follow the 
Instructions to Contributors which appear in the Journal of Ecology. 
The two journals will be similar in format. 

The subscription price of the journal to non-members of the Society 
will be one hundred and twenty shillings per annum. Members' sub
scriptions will remain at £2 and £3.10.0 per annum for those who 
receive one and two of the Society's journals respectively. For those who 
receive all three journals it will be £5 per annum. 

Contributions are now invited to the first volume of the journal. 
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